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Chapter 1
Introduction
Foreword
The present thesis, though theoretical in essence, was motivated by a series
of seismological observations which offers new methods for fast earthquake
magnitude estimation. Such techniques are now being incorporated into
Early Warning Systems. These systems are pertinent to the reduction of
seismic hazard by providing authorities with the ability to respond rapidly,
and quite possibily predictively, to transpiring earthquakes.
When talking of seismic risk mitigation and early warning, topics such
as prediciton, prevention and potential hazard come to mind, which differ
in several subtle, but important ways. Thus it is benefical to clarify these
concepts at the start of this dissertation by means of a few definitions. Upon
providing the context of Early Warning in relation to the general field of
seismology, it will be all the more straightforward to introduce the motivation
and framework behind the present study.
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1.1 Seismic Risk and Early Warning Systems
Whilst the prediction of an earthquakes size, location and timing is one of
the goals of earthquake seismology, it is, at present too unreliable to be of
practical use. The benefits of being able to predict an earthquake were high-
lighted in the 1975 Haicheng prediction, where, following predefined precur-
sory events (e.g. fore-shocks sequences, geodetic distortion, etc) a prediction
of an earthquake was issued (Wang et al. [2006]). The Chinese authorities
ordered an evacuation of people from the area thus saving many lives from
the subsequent 7.3Ms earthquake. The success of such a prediction was put
in perspective when a year later an unpredicted 7.5Ms Tangshan earthquake
occurred in the city of Tangshan (near Beijing) killing 250,000 ( Bolt [1993]).
Unfortunately the Haicheng earthquake is the only scientifically predicted
earthquake. More recent attempts by the USGS to predict an earthquake
on the San Andreas Fault with it’s 1985 Parkfield Prediction (Kerr [1985]).
This prediction failed when the prescribed section of the San Andreas fault,
which had ruptured periodically every 12 years previously, failed to do so in
1988 (Kerr [1992a], Kerr [1992b]).
Whilst earthquake prediction currently remains elusive, there are two
other forms of risk reduction being used: probabilistic seismic hazard assess-
ment and early warning of impending earthquakes. Reiter [1991] describes
seismic hazard analysis as the assessment of the potential for for danger-
ous, earthquake-related natural phenomena (for e.g. ground shaking, fault
rupture or soil liquefaction). It is this concept that is used in producing
probabilistic seismic hazard maps. By calculating the probability of differ-
ent sized earthquake occuring at diffferent locations as well as accounting
for wave attenuation, probabilistic seismic hazard maps can be created for
regions (for examples see Slejko et al. [1998], Giardini et al. [1999]). Such
maps can then be used by the local authorities/ governments in long term re-
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duction seismic hazard (for example, updating emergency plans and building
codes).
Early warning on the other hand is based on the rapid interpretation of
initial ground motion from a rupturing earthquake. For example, several au-
thors (Ellsworth and Beroza [1995], Beroza and Ellsworth [1996], Iio [1995])
have advocated a link between the initial part of the radiated p-wave and
the impending earthquakes’ final size, implying a deterministic underlying
nature to earthquakes.
Iio [1995] postulated that, based on the initial curvature of the p-phase,
the longer and slower the initial phases are the larger the resulting earth-
quake shall be. This has been countered by Mori and Kanamori [1996] who
believe the initial p-phase curvature they observe in there investigation of
the Ridgecrest earthquake sequence is due to elastic attenuation. Addition-
ally, Lewis and Ben-Zion [2007] examination of the earthquake clusters on
the Anatolian Fault could not find a meaningful scaling trend between Iio’s
signal and the preceding earthquakes magnitude.
Ellsworth and Beroza [1995] and Beroza and Ellsworth [1996] on the other
hand postulated that small precursory phases to the p-wave could be due to
an aseismic pre-slip phase in an earthquakes nucleation. They are argue that
this pre-slip area (denoted by small amplitudes that precede the main P ar-
rival) predetermines an earthquakes final size. However, such amplitudes are
influenced by spurious FIR effects (anti-alias filtering that automatically pre-
cedes signal digitisation, during the acquisition process of a seismic station).
After thorough signal processing it was shown that FIR artifacts had similar
moment scaling properties to that of pre-nucleation phases (Scherbaum and
Bouin [1997]). Other studies of the pre-slip phases have produced contra-
dictory results to that of the pre-slip phase with Kilb and Gomberg [1999]
noting that initial phases do not scale with earthquake size and Lewis and
Ben-Zion [2007] finding such signals present in less than 20% seismograms
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after careful removal of FIR effects.
Indeed, Sato and Kanamori [1999] showed with the use of a crack model
based on the Griffith’s fracture criterion that variations in fracture toughness
near the fault tip produce large variations in the waveforms produced during
the start of rupture, questioning the possibility that initial waveforms can
scale with final earthquake size.
Whilst earthquake prediction in the long term or very short term is not yet
possible, with the advances in technology a warning about an earthquake as
it happens is now feasible. Such practice is referred to as “early warning” (i.e.
EW). A system based on EW uses the first few seconds of recorded ground
motion (which do not cause structural damage) at one or a number of seismic
stations near a fault to predict/determine the size of the impending slower,
more disruptive seismic waves for the same location or region in general. This
warning provides authorities with a reaction time window of a few hours
to a to a few seconds (depending location of the target site). Thus the
seismic risk for a given area can be greatly reduced. Indeed Bill Clinton in
an address at the Third International Conference on Early Warning stated
“Early warning systems are the key to effective risk reduction. They do save
lives and livelihoods”.
1.2 Earthquake Early Warning Systems
The creation of a system that could generate a warning due to the imminent
arrival of destructive surface waves from a distant earthquake was first pro-
posed by J. D. Cooper in 1868 (Nakamura and Saita [2007]). His article in
the San Francisco Daily Evening Bulletin suggested deployment of a large
array of electrical powerlines radiating out from San Francisco which would
sound a warning bell in the city in the event of an earthquake occurring in
the outlier areas of the systems.
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The first functioning system however, was not deployed until 1982, (a
precusor to UrEDAS - Urgent Earthquake Decticion and Alarm System) in
Japan for the rail system there (Nakamura and Saita [2007]). Since then,
early warning systems have been or are in the process of being deployed
in many different countries (e.g. Mexico, Japan, Taiwan – Normile [2004]).
These early systems offer a rudimentary warning when a particular ground
motion is obtained at a seismic station for a specific structure nearby (e.g.
nuclear power plant Wieland et al. [2000] or high speed rail network Naka-
mura and Saita [2007]). Such systems are referred to as ”on-site” EEW
(early earthquake warning) systems as their warnings are limited to only to
the location of the seismic station.
With time, more complex EEW systems have evolved whereby warning
of regions can now be issued (e.g. Ealarm, Wurman et al. [2007]; Virtual
Seismologist, Cua and Heaton [2007]; ISNet, Weber et al. [2007]; etc). These
regional systems use seismic arrays positioned in seismogenic areas to lo-
cate and estimate an earthquakes size before issuing an earthquake warning.
These systems also generate maps of interpolated and extrapolated peak
ground motion for the general region (i.e. a ShakeMap) minutes after an
earthquake has occurred. Such maps can then be used by emergency ser-
vices in deciding on what areas of an urban requires most help.
Some EEW systems employ a hybrid approach to warning whereby areas
near an earthquake receive ”on-site” warnings from seismic stations in the
area, whilst seismic network provides a more accurate warning to outlying
urban areas ( Wu and Kanamori [2005]).
Such rapid collection and analysis of seismic data which is of use for
emergency services was termed real time seismology by Kanamori [2005].
By sub-dividing this definition further into near-real time and real time we
hope to clarify analysis preformed on seismic data collected when, in the
first instance the event has stopped and the latter the earthquake is ongoing.
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Therefore near-real time analysis takes longer but is more accurate whilst real
time is quicker and so provides more time to respond to an impending event
but is less accurate. Both sets of results however are beneficial to emergency
response units in the event of an earthquake.
In terms of generating a warning for the risk caused by an occurring/just
finished earthquake, the modus operandi of a EEW system can be subdivided
into three parts: hypocentre location, size (i.e. magnitude) estimation, and
finally ShakeMap generation.
With a seismic station being triggered by the p-wave from an ensuing
earthquake, the earthquakes hypocentre is first determined. This is calcu-
lated based on the different p- wave arrival times for different stations in
the seismic network. At the onset of an earthquake, when only one or two
stations have detected the initial p.wave, the non-detection of a signal at at
nearby stations is used to further constrain the possible hypocentre location
(Rydelek and Pujol [2004], Horiuchi et al. [2005] and Satriano et al. [2007]).
Alternatively a p-wave’s amplitude can also be used as is the case with the
Virtual Seismologist (Cua and Heaton [2007]). In both cases, as the location
of the hypocentre is determined in real-time, it is constantly being refined
with increasing time as more stations record p-wave arrivals.
After timing the arrival of the p-wave, the size of the earthquake is esti-
mated. The standard magnitude scale is used for this, a parameter discussed
in more detail in section 1.3. For a real-time magnitude estimated either the
predominant frequency (Nakamura and Saita [2007], Allen and Kanamori
[2003]) or the peak ground displacement (Wu and Zhao [2006], Zollo et al.
[2006]) is calculated for the first few seconds of the p- and/or s-wave signal.
In the case of regional EEW systems the average value is taken which in
turn scales with the magnitude. It is this scaling relationship which shall
be the topic of discussion of this report. For ”on-site” EEW systems the
individual station readings are used as predictions for forth coming large
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amplitude surface waves (Nakamura and Saita [2007], Wu and Kanamori
[2005]). Some EEW systems employ a hybrid magnitude estimation where
both the peak ground displacement and the predominant frequency are used
together (Wurman et al. [2007] and Tsang et al. [2007]).
The amount of damage an area suffers from an earthquake is quanti-
fied using the modified Mercalli Scale (Imm). Wald et al. [1999b] derived a
regressional relationship between the modified Mercalli Sale and ground mo-
tion (i.e. peak ground velocity –PGV, and peak ground acceleration –PGA).
Therefore shaking recorded at stations in seismic networks can be used to
create maps defining the spatial distribution of damage from an earthquake.
Such maps are called ShakeMaps and involve interpolating and extrapolat-
ing ground motion intensity between seismic stations whilst accounting for
frequency, geological formations and site effects in the process (Wald et al.
[1999a] and Wald et al. [1999b]). EEW systems can generate ShakeMaps in
1 minute (liang Teng et al. [1997]), 3 - 5 minutes (Wald et al. [1999a]) and 30
minutes (Dreger and Kaverina [2000]) after an earthquake has occurred, thus
producing maps highlighting areas with a high potential for damage rapidly.
In summary, EEW systems rely on the fastest possible estimates of the
earthquake size and location through some automated interpretation of mo-
tion at receivers in a network. Ultimately, fast earthquake size estimation
relies on state of the art seismological tools, based on the kinematics of wave
propagation and source dynamics theory. In particular, since a few seconds
may be of vital importance, what is the minimum signal duration needed in
order to provide a reliable magnitude estimate? Which parameter is most
relevant in the signal?
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1.3 Magnitude Estimation
A vital component of EEW systems is the determination of the size of the
impending earthquake; as it is this parameter which decides whether a warn-
ing is to be issued or not. Whilst the rapid estimation of an earthquakes size
is sought by EEW systems this must be balanced with a reasonable accuracy
as false or missed alarms shall affect the reliability of such systems (Grasso
et al. [2007] , Iervolino et al. [2007]).
In itself, the topic of accurately quantifying the size of an earthquake
has been a central topic of seismological investigation. Given the complexity
of earthquake physics the definition of a single parameter that represents
the size of an earthquake has been difficult. Richter [1935] was the first to
attempt to try and define such a parameter. By taking the amplitude of a
short period wave generated by the earthquake (i.e. few Hz to 0.1Hz– based
on the Wood Anderson instruments available at the time) and correcting for
wave attenuation, Richter called this value the local magnitude (i.e. ML).
The definition of this local magnitude is defined below:
ML = log(Amp) + f(∆) (1.1)
where Amp is the amplitude of the wave and f(∆) is the empirically derived
correction factor accounting for a distance ∆ from the source epicentre. How-
ever, the fact that the scaling is based on a specific instrument lead to draw
backs as the Wood Anderson seismogram had a very limited range in the
relatively high frequency. Whilst this is not a problem for stations near the
fault, at large distances high frequencies suffer substantial attenuation, thus
biasing the estimates.
For this reason magnitude scales based on different wave types was es-
tablished based on distance from the source-receiver distance (i.e. the body
wave magnitude, mb, for regional distances and the surface-wave magnitude,
Ms, for distances greater than 600km Lay and Wallace [1995]). A general
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magnitude scaling based on signal amplitude can be defined as (Lay and
Wallace [1995]) :
M = log(
Amp
T
) + f(∆, h) + ∆s +∆r (1.2)
where T is the period of the amplitude (Amp) being measured, f(∆, h) which
is the correction for depth and epicentral distance, finally ∆s and ∆r are the
site and source region corrections respectively.
Unfortunately a major problem with using amplitudes of different fre-
quencies to estimate the size of an earthquake is that all such magnitude
scales saturate for very large earthquakes. Therefore, for very large earth-
quakes (i.e. Ms > 7.5 Kanamori and Rivera [2004]) the measured amplitude
remains constant making it impossible to differentiate between these very
large events. This point of saturation is dependent on the frequency of the
wave being used for the scaling with the longer period waves saturating at
higher magnitudes than shorter ones (for e.g. ML saturates before MS –
Geller [1976]). The problem of saturation can be traced to the fact that
we are measuring an earthquake’s size based on its radiation and not on its
source features.
Aki [1966] defined themoment of an earthquake, Mo as:
Mo = µ∆uA (1.3)
With µ is the shear modulus, ∆u is the average slip on the fault and A is
the area that has slipped. A major advantage of magnitudes based on Mo is
that it is directly relates to source features and it does not saturate.
Kanamori [1977] later linked this energy estimate to magnitude thus cre-
ating the moment magnitude scale:
Mw =
2
3
log10(Mo)− 6.07 (1.4)
where Mo is the moment in Newton meters. As this scale is based on the
moment it too will not saturate for very large magnitudes. For this reason,
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the moment magnitude has become the default means for scaling an earth-
quakes size and shall be used as the magnitude scale based on which we shall
compare the real time estimations.
When an earthquakes radiation is used to establish its size (i.e. mag-
nitude) in EEW systems, there is a trade off between the accuracy of the
estimate and the time required to make such a calculation. We shall split
magnitude estimation into three categories post event, near-real time and real
time which is relative to the time requirement needed to make a magnitude
estimate.
Post Event Magnitude Estimation
Post event estimation takes place after the earthquake has occurred, usu-
ally taking an hour or more to produce (Ekstrom [1994] and Dziewonski
et al. [1981]). Such estimations require the largest amount of time but are
also the most accurate over a wide magnitude range. By examining surface
waves teleseismically, the earthquakes’ magnitude is determined based on
the waveforms amplitude and duration (Tsuboi [2000]). This form of esti-
mation is useful for tsunami warnings where mega thrust events can cause
large scale damage on coastlines thousands of kilometres away. An example
of such an event being the 2004 Great Sumatra-Andaman earthquake with
a magnitude range of 9 − 9.3Mw whose tsunami arrived 90 minutes later in
Sri Lanka Geist et al. [2007] causing over 35,000 deaths. Therefore, for such
large events a more precise magnitude estimate is require over a range where
many estimation techniques saturate. However as we are interested in mag-
nitude estimation with target sites at much closer distances this technique is
not of interest to us.
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Near-Real Time Magnitude Estimation
For near-real time magnitude estimates, the magnitude is calculated based
on the whole signal of the body wave signal (i.e. either p- or s-wave) has
been recorded at a given station(s). Examples of near-real time magnitudes
would be the local magnitude scale ML, which was described earlier. The
body wave magnitude (mb) is another example, in this case the amplitude
of p-waves with a period of 1 second are used (Lay and Wallace [1995]). In
both cases, the magnitude scales start to suffer from saturation effects at
magnitude greater than 6 (Lay and Wallace [1995]).
Real Time Magnitude Estimation
In real time magnitude estimation only the first few seconds of the body waves
(i.e. either the p- or s-waves) particle motion is considered. Using Naka-
mura’s predominant period (Nakamura [1988]) Allen and Kanamori [2003]
and Olson and Allen [2005] observed a scaling with the magnitude over a
large range with diverse datasets (Allen and Kanamori [2003] used catalogue
containing earthquakes that occurred in southern California whilst Olson and
Allen [2005] used a more comprehensive dataset with events from southern
California, Japan, Taiwan and Alaska) using 4 seconds of recorded ground
motion. The predominant frequency which Olson and Allen [2005] refers to
as τp is calculated using the following formulae:
τ ip = α 2pi
√
Xi/Di (1.5)
with
Xi = αXi−1 + x2i (1.6)
Di = αDi−1 + (dx/dt)2i (1.7)
where X is the smoothened ground velocity and D velocity derivative
squared. α is an exponential dampening factor which has a range between
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0 and 1. Wu and Kanamori [2005] used a similar technique whereby the
dominant frequency is determined using ground displacement:
r =
∫ τo
0
u˙2(t) dt∫ τo
0
u2(t) dt
(1.8)
τc =
2pi√
r
(1.9)
In this case τo is set to 3 seconds, meaning that the predominant period is
calculated in 3 seconds rather than standard 4.
In both cases the maximum predominant period (i.e.τmaxp ) is calculated
at each seismic station. The average τmaxp is then calculated across all the
stations for a given event. It is this average τmaxp that scales linearly with
magnitude (an example of which is figure 1.1). In the case of Olson and Allen
[2005] this regressional best fit equation is defined as:
log(τmaxp ) = 0.14M − 0.83 (1.10)
whereM is the magnitude. Wu and Zhao [2006] and Zollo et al. [2006] derived
an analogous dependency to that observed using the Nakamura method this
time using the peak amplitude displacement (PGD). As with the dominant
frequency period, an average value must be taken over data from different
seismic stations in order to ascertain a linear relationship with magnitude
(see figure 1.2). Using the peak displacement (PGD, the authors argued that
the necessary signal time to compute a reliable estimate of magnitude can
be reduced to 3 seconds Wu and Zhao [2006] or even 2 seconds Zollo et al.
[2006].
Wu and Zhao [2006] and Zollo et al. [2006] fit a best fit line using a
similar approach to that of Allen and Kanamori [2003] and Olson and Allen
[2005]. However as amplitude is effected by attenuation a correction is made
for source to receiver distance. The best fit line is defined as:
log10(PGD) = A+BM + log10(r) (1.11)
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Figure 1.1: The scaling of τmaxp with magnitude. Grey symbols
represent the τmaxp value recorded at each station over time period
of 4 seconds after the p-arrival. Each symbol represents a different
catalogue locations – i.e. circles denote Japan, triangles Southern
California, squares Taiwan and stars Alaska. Black symbols rep-
resent the average value for each event, with the solid black line
defining the linear best-fit. The average absolute standard devi-
ation for the average τmaxp to the best fit line is 0.52 magnitude
units, the dashed line represents plus and minus two times this
value.Figure taken from Olson and Allen [2005]
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Figure 1.2: Scaling relationship between low band passed fil-
tered peak ground displacement (PGD) and moment magni-
tude.The grey diamonds represent the PGD recorded 2 seconds
after the p-arrival at each individual station. All PGD values have
been corrected for a source-receiver distance of 10km. The black
circles represent the average PGD for each magnitude bin. The
solid black line represents the linear best fit for the average PGD
values with the dashed lines representing one unit of weighted
standard error This catalogue consists of earthquake data from
the European strong motion database. Figure taken from Zollo
et al. [2006]
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where the variables A,B and C are defined by the fit through the observa-
tional data, with r defining the station to source distance.
In the context of EEW systems, it is the linear regression equations (i.e.
equations 1.10 and 1.11) which are used in real time magnitude estimation.
By inputting the average τmaxp and/or Pd values recorded across a seismic
network into either/or equations 1.10 and 1.11 a rapid estimate of the mag-
nitude can be made. The first appraisal can me made 1 second after the
first station is triggered and can be updated every second there after (Allen
[2007]).
Whilst there is a large scatter between individual readings (see grey dots
in figures 1.1 and 1.2) Wurman et al. [2007] applied a hybrid technique using
a combination of both τp and PGD in Northern California to get magnitude
estimates to within a unit range 0.5 of the actual local magnitude solution.
However it is questionable whether these scaling relationships are valid for
large magnitudes. Wu and Kanamori [2005] noted cautiously that the num-
ber of data points for very large magnitudes was sparse in their sparse making
the continuation of the τc scaling for very large magnitudes inconclusive. In-
deed Rydelek and Horiuchi [2006] did not detect a scaling suing the τp method
for a Japanese catalogues with a magnitude range of 6-8M. On testing the Pd
method on Japanese and Taiwanese datasets Rydelek et al. [2007] Wu and
Zhao [2006] and Zollo et al. [2007] noted a threshold magnitude after which
the PGD saturates. The magnitude at which this saturation occurs at varies
between the different authors as well as with the observation time window
afforded to stations and the wave type (see tables 1.2 and 1.1). On com-
paring the Nakamura technique to the Pd method using earthquake clusters
generated along the North Anatolian fault Lewis and Ben-Zion [2007] found
that both techniques produced meaningful scaling. However the magnitude
range of the events present in their catalogue was limited (i.e. 0-4M) there-
fore they were unable to test Rydelek’s hypothesis that real time magnitude
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Table 1.1: Scaling parameters taken from literature for τp esti-
mates. ”Wave” refers to the wave type (i.e. either p- or s-wave),
Tobs is the amount of seconds after the initial p-/s-wave arrival
used in calculating τP . ”Slope” and ”y-intercept” are the pa-
rameters of the best fit line for linear scaling and Mrange is the
magnitude range of the observation catalogue. ** denotes a mag-
nitude range for which no scaling was observed. NA denotes when
no values were given in the article.
Wave Tobs(s) Slope Y-Intercept Mrange Source
P 4 0.16 -1.13 3-5 Allen and Kanamori [2003]
P 4 0.14 0.84 4.5-7.3 Allen and Kanamori [2003]
P 4 0.14 -0.83 3-8.3 Olson and Allen [2005]
P 3 0.221 -1.113 5-7.6 Wu and Kanamori [2005]
P 3 0.324 -1.716 4-7.6 Wu et al. [2006]
P 4 NA NA 6-8** Rydelek and Horiuchi [2006]
estimations are not valid for large earthquakes.
1.4 Explanations for Real time magnitude es-
timation
The aim of this report is to try to determine a possible physical mechanism
that could explain this general scaling we see between the first few second of
particle motion and an an earthquakes final magnitude.
For small magnitudes, source duration is short and it may be assumed
that only 2 seconds of signal contains information on the whole rupture his-
tory of the fault. Thus it seems reasonable that scaling can be obtained from
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Table 1.2: Scaling parameters taken from literature for τp esti-
mates. ”Wave” refers to the wave type (i.e. either p- or s-wave),
Tobs is the amount of seconds after the initial p-/s-wave arrival
used in calculating τP . ”Slope” and ”y-intercept” are the pa-
rameters of the best fit line for linear scaling and Mrange is the
magnitude range for which a scaling was observable. However,
magnitude ranges with * denote catalogues where the authors
specify that saturation defines the upper limit of the magnitude
scaling range (as opposed to the other cases where Mrange is de-
fined by the catalogue size). NA highlights when a value was
given.r denotes epicentre to station distance.
Wave Tobs(s) Slope Y-Intercept Mrange Source
P 3 0.722 -3.81-1.44 log(r) 4-6.5* Wu et al. [2006]
P 3 0.63 -3.088-1.322 log(r) 4-6.5* Wu and Zhao [2006]
P 2 0.7 -6.31 4-7.4 Zollo et al. [2006]
S 1 0.68 -5.72 4-7.4 Zollo et al. [2006]
S 2 0.71 -5.77 4-7.4 Zollo et al. [2006]
P 2 1.06 NA 3.5-5.5* Rydelek et al. [2007]
P 2 0.93 NA 3.5-5.5* Rydelek et al. [2007]
P 2 0.7489 -6.929 4-6.5* Zollo et al. [2007]
P 4 0.7024 -6.646 4-7.4 Zollo et al. [2007]
S 2 0.7132 -6.027 4-7.4 Zollo et al. [2007]
S 4 0.807 -6.344 4-7.4 Zollo et al. [2007]
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such a reduced initial transient. However, scaling is surprising for bigger
events, since a large (> 7M) magnitude earthquake source is typically active
for at least tens of seconds, and the final size is known only once rupture
has stopped. At first sight, this may imply that earthquake size is somehow
determined in advance and that such size is detectable in the early phases
of rupture. This is reminiscent of Ellsworth and Beroza [1995], Beroza and
Ellsworth [1996] and Iio [1995] original idea that features of rupture nucle-
ation are indicative of an earthquakes final size which was discussed in Section
1.1.
Here we do not address the precursory phases but rather the first seconds
of the seismogram. This we assume corresponds to the radiation from a
fully dynamically propagating rupture in the initial stages, which we refer to
as the breakout process, as opposed to the quasi-static nucleation process.
Therefore one possible explanation for this large scaling range maybe due to
the fact that earthquakes, in the first few seconds of dynamic rupture already
have some intrinsic concept on their final size. Another possible hypothesis
is that the scaling range is an ingrained feature caused by radiation from a
moving source (i.e. a kinematic feature of rupture). Both of these ideas we
shall now discuss in more detail.
1.4.1 Deterministic Effect
To some extent, it is debatable whether a deterministic or cascade model
best portrays the evolution of an earthquake.
A deterministic earthquake model, assumes that a rupturing fault knows
its final size within the first few seconds of rupture initiating. Deterministic
fracture evolution could account for the possible scaling that is seen by the
early warning techniques and has been proposed as such by Olson and Allen
[2005], Nielsen [2007] and Zollo et al. [2006]. Nielsen [2007] noted that energy
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flow, Ge, available for fracture propagation in an earthquake can be defined
as:
Ge = ψ{vr
α
,
vr
β
,
vh
β
}pi ∆σ
2
d
µ
Λ (1.12)
where ψ is a function that is dependent on the the rupture velocity (vr) and
healing velocity (vh).α is the p-wave velocity and β wave velocity with µ
being the shear modulus, ∆σd the dynamic stress drop and Λ a length scale
function of the actively slipping area on the fault. Nielsen [2007], Olson and
Allen [2005] and Zollo et al. [2006] argue that an earthquake with a large
Ge influx at the initiation of rupture has a high probability of rupturing fur-
ther than an earthquake whose Ge is small at initiation. Therefore certain
parameters which pertain to the elastostatic energy could have a determinis-
tic influence over final rupture size albeit a probabilistic one. Nielsen [2007]
argues that as the dynamic stress drop and rupture length scale (i.e. ∆σd
and Λ in equation 1.12) indirectly influence far field displacement through
the moment rate. There is currently a debate over which elastostatic param-
eter could be deterministic. Zollo and Lancieri [2007] argued that the slip
rate due to a varying stress drop, could be a deterministic parameter citing
cases where stress drop variations have been observed (i.e. Kanamori and
Rivera [2004],Abercrombie [1995] and Beeler et al. [2003]). Nielsen [2007]
on the other hand feel that the longer predominant periods seen for larger
earthquakes is due to large actively slipping areas and hence the rise time
(i.e. Λ in equation 1.12) could be influential in deciding a rupture’s final
size. Hillers et al. [2007], by means of numerical modelling observed a scaling
between the magnitude and frictional parameters of rupture. This scaling
however breaks down for high magnitudes (ML¿7).
A cascade model, on the other hand assumes that rupture continuity is
determined by the local conditions on the fault and therefore that magnitude
size is independent of the initial nucleation. For example, geological studies
(Wesnousky [2006]) show that earthquakes generally stop at geometrical bar-
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riers on the fault, thus arguing in favour of the role of local conditions and not
that of the rupture initiation in determining final rupture size. Proponents
of this model state the problems seen in the pre-nucleation techniques (see
section 1.1) and the complex nature of dynamic rupture. For example Steacy
and McCloskey [1998] argued that final earthquake size is heavily dependent
on complex interaction of dynamic rupture and pre-stress distribution (a
feature which is defined by previous earthquakes).
At present neither hypothesis has been ruled out conclusively. The ex-
tent of the problem was highlighted by Lewis and Ben-Zion [2007] who could
defined three creditable models for earthquakes rupture – two of which were
cascade in nature (i.e. a smooth fault surface with homogeneous properties,
and disordered fault with large hetereogeneities ) and one in part determin-
istic (a smooth fault with a heterogeneous frictional properties).
1.4.2 Kinematic Effect
However the relationship between far field particle motion and elastodynamic
energy on the fault is not an injective one. Particle motion at seismic sta-
tions are also dependant on the observable slipping area on the fault. This
means that one second on a seismogram represents a varying amount of the
rupture time on the fault depending on station location relative to rupture
direction. For example, stations situated in the direction of rupture record a
longer source time function in a more concentrated time. Meanwhile stations
resident in the opposite direction to rupture propagation would record much
less of the source time function in an identical time window.
Having established two possible explanations for the connection between
magnitude and the first few seconds of particle motion we shall spend the
rest of this paper investigating both possibilities. Firstly we shall look at
dynamic modelling to ascertain the claim on whether it is possible that the
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fracture evolution is deterministic, and to what extent. Afterwards we shall
investigate, by means of isochrone back-projection, whether early magnitude
estimation can be explained by casual scaling.
1.5 Summary
In summary, from an observational point of view, there does appear to be
some general trend between features seen in the first few seconds after the ini-
tial arrival of a P-wave or S-wave and an earthquakes magnitude. However,
given the large dispersion in the data and the fact that one of the techniques
have been shown not to agree with all data sets proves that the reliability
of this technique is variable for larger magnitude ranges. In addition, the
scaling for large events poses questions of source mechanics, kinematics and
causative relations which require investigation. Up to which threshold does
the scaling remain valid under simple kinematic considerations? Are there
more deterministic features than traditionally accepted in the earthquake
source? If yes, what mechanical model could be compatible with those fea-
tures? Such are the questions that we address in the present study. Having
established two possible explanations for the connection between magnitude
and the first few seconds of particle motion we shall spend the rest of this
paper investigating both possibilities. Firstly we shall look at dynamic mod-
elling in chapter 2 to ascertain the claim on whether it is possible that the
fracture evolution is deterministic. In chapter 3 we shall investigate, by
means of isochrone back-projection, whether early magnitude estimation can
be explained by casual scaling.
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Chapter 2
Dynamic Modelling
2.1 Elastodynamics
Dynamic rupture in an isotropic medium is governed by two sets of equations:
the constitutive equation and the equation of motion. These equations con-
trol the change in stress and particle motion in a medium and are described
in more detail below.
The dynamic rupture model that we shall use is solved by a 3D finite
difference method whereby the stress and velocity for a given point are
calculated on offset nodes in a staggered grid formation for a planar fault
Madariaga [1976].
2.1.1 Strain Tensor
In seismology, a Lagrangian coordinate system is the preferred means of
describing a dynamic system. Particle displacement. u, is defined relative to
its position at a reference time. Thereby displacement can be defined as:
u = u(x, t)
where x is the position of the particle at time t.
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By examining the distortion of medium due to a displacement we shall
now define a strain tensor. By taking two particles in the medium, x and
x+ δx both of which are subjected to a displacement, thus the new position
of our particles is now x + u(x) and x + δx + u(x + δx) respectively. The
difference between the two points (i.e. δx + δu) can be defined in terms of
the original position of the points as:
δx+ δu = x+ δx+ u(x+ δx)− (x+ u(x)) (2.1)
By assuming that δx is small and therefore |δx|2 is insignificant. Equation 2.1
can now be simplified by Taylor expansion such that the relative displacement
between the two media elements due to displacement u is:
δui = ui,jδxj (2.2)
where ui is the i
th component of displacement and ui,j is the infinitesimal
displacement gradient derivative of ith component of u. However, the relative
displacement contains both elements of distortion and rigid body rotation,
i.e.:
δui = (eij + ωij)δxj (2.3)
where eij is the strain tensor and ωij is the rigid body rotation one. By
adding and subtracting uji from equation 2.4 we shall separate the strain
and the rotation:
δui =
1
2
{(uij + uji) + (uij − uji)}δxj (2.4)
Therefore the strain tensor is defined as: or, ei,j, can be written as:
eij =
1
2
(ui,j + uj,i) (2.5)
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2.1.2 Equation of Motion
We can write the equation for the acceleration of a group of particles in
volume V with a surface S in terms of the forces acting on those particles in
a continuum as follows:∫
V
ρ u¨ dV =
∫
V
f dV +
∫
S
T(n) dS (2.6)
f is an applied body force to the media, ρ is the density, u is the displacement
the particles. It is assumed that the mass of the particles remains constant
in time (i.e. mass conservation). u¨ is the acceleration of the particle. T is
the traction vector applied to surface S which is defined as the force acting
per unit surface S, i.e.
T(n) = lim
dS→0
δF
δS
(2.7)
The traction tensor can also be rewritten in terms of the second order stress
tensor σij:
Ti = σji nj (2.8)
where Ti is the traction vector of surface i.
As the traction tensor obeys Newton’s third law of motion (and is con-
tinuous across a fault boundary) we can say:
T(−n) = −T(n) (2.9)
where n is the normal vector to the surface S. Substituting equation 2.8 and
applying the Divergence Theorem to the surface integral in equation 2.6 we
get the equation of motion:
ρ u¨i = fi + σji,j (2.10)
where the vectors have now been replaced by there components (i.e. u has
been changed to the ith component of u). σji,j is the rate of change of the
stress tenor in relation to the jth component as is related to the rheology of
the media.
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2.1.3 Hookes Law
We shall now define the nature of the interaction between stress and strain
on the fault so that the equation of motion (equation 2.10) can be re-written
in terms of displacement.
The generalised Hooke’s law shall be used as our constitutive equation
whereby stress is proportional to list of linear components in the strain tensor:
σij = cijkl ekl (2.11)
where σij is the stress tensor, ekl is the strain tensor and cijkl is a 4th order
tensor of constants.
Assuming that the medium is isotropic, Jeffreys and Jeffreys [1972]
showed that c has the form:
cijkl = λ δijδkl + µ (δikδjl + δilδjk) (2.12)
where δij is a Kronecker delta, λ and µ are Lame constants. Therefore
Hooke’s Law (equation 2.11) can be rewritten as:
σij = λ δij ekk + 2µ eij (2.13)
with σij representing the stress on the i
th plane in the jth direction.
2.1.4 Elastodynamic Equation
Combining equations 2.13 and 2.5, the equation of motion (equation 2.10)
can now be rewritten in terms of the displacement exclusively:
ρ u¨i = fi + {λ δij uk,k + µ (ui,j + uj,i)},j (2.14)
Therefore we can now calculate the displacement for a given particle (i.e.
u) for a given position and time in a medium due to the application of a body
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force (i.e. f). Therefore we can solve the displacement (i.e. u) for a given
particle in terms of one second order hyperbolic equation (equation 2.14).
In the case of the dynamic modelling presented in this report, the body
force is set to zero (i.e. f = 0).
2.1.5 Rupture Boundary Conditions
Once the stress on the fault reaches the yield stress, the fault begins to slip
(i.e. just behind the fracture tip slip between the sides of the fault occur).
This slip is a discontinuity in the particle displacement either side of the fault
defined which (Madariaga and Olsen [2002]) defined as:
δ(x, t) = ||u+(x, t)− u−(x, t)|| (2.15)
where δ is the slip at point x on the fault and time t. u+(x, t) and u−(x, t)
are the displacements either side of the fault. For this chapter, as we shall
be using a homogeneous media, we shall assume that the model is symmetric
with respect to the fault plane.
Rupture can be initiated for a small patch in the model by:
(a) decreasing the yield stress
(b) setting the pre-stress higher than the yield stress
(c) forcing slip to occur.
In this chapter rupture shall be initiated using method (b).
This slip (defined by equation 2.15), by means of the elastodynamic equa-
tion (equation 2.14), changes the traction on the fault, which can be repre-
sented as:
∆T = G(D)
where ∆T is the change in the traction vector on fault surface, while G(D)
is some function of slip on the fault. As the slip rate increases for a given
point on the fault the traction decreases at the same point, the relationship
between the two (i.e. stress and slip rate) is governed by the friction law.
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2.1.6 Friction Laws
One single rupture criterion consists in assuming that rupture occurs when
the local stress (σ) is greater the strength or yield stress of the medium (σy).
When this condition is met stress on the surface is governed by a friction
law. The friction law can be in terms of fault traction (F ) as:
F = µ(∆u,∆u˙, θ)σn (2.16)
where σn is the normal stress to the fault. µ(∆u,∆u˙, θ) is the coefficient
of friction which can be dependent on the slip, ∆u the slip rate ∆u˙ and one or
more state variables θ. Owing to particular properties of the fault surface and
the medium (e.g. cohesion, micro-contacts on the fault, pore fluid pressure,
presence of melted rock etc.), the coefficient of friction is assumed to evolve
with slip. Two types of friction laws were used in our dynamic models the
first a Rate and Slip Weakening (RSW) law proposed by Nielsen and Olsen
[2000], the second a variation of the Rate and State (RS) friction law which
was defined by Nielsen and Carlson [2000]. The components of which shall
now be discussed.
Rate and Slip Weakening
Ida [1972] initially defined a relationship between the evolution of the fault
cohesion with slip. Whilst Ida defined a number of different types of pos-
sible functions the most popular is defined in relation to the friction which
decreases linearly Madariaga and Olsen [2002]:
µ(∆u) =
µs −
µs−µd
Dc
∆u ∆u < Dc
µd ∆u ≥ Dc
(2.17)
where ∆u is the slip, µs and µd is the static and dynamic coefficient of
friction respectively. Dc is the critical slip distance over which the coefficient
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Figure 2.1: A schematic of the variation of the coefficient of
friction with increasing slip for one given point. ∆uc is the critical
slip distance
of friction µ decreases to a lower dynamic level (see figure 2.1). This type of
friction law creates a crack-like a type of fracture whose healing phases (i.e.
decrease in slip) is created only by the interaction of the rupture front with
a stopping barrier.
Another widely used constitutive law is the rate friction law, proposed
by Dieterich [1979] where the coefficient of friction decreases with increasing
slip rate (∆u˙). An example of a rate friction law is:
µ(∆u˙) = µo + A log(B
dc
∆u˙
+ 1) (2.18)
where the value dc is taken to be characteristic length which scales with
roughness. A, B and µo are constants with values ranging between 0.01-0.02,
1.0-2.0 and 0.6-0.8 respectively ( Dieterich [1979])
Nielsen and Olsen [2000] applied a combination of the two mechanisms
(i.e. the slip weakening and rate weakening). This friction law (which we
shall abbreviate to RSW law) applies the friction law which produced to
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higher stress on the fault for a given time and place (thus producing the
lowest possible slip). Their definition of friction F is defined as:
F = σyMax[
1
1 + ∆u˙
Vc
,
1
1 + ∆u
Dc
] (2.19)
where σy is the yield stress, ∆u˙ and ∆u are the slip rate and slip on the fault
respectively whilst Dc and Vc are the characteristic slip and rate weakening
parameters. By taking the maximum of the either friction law we shall be
taking the stronger of the two friction laws for a given position and time. In
practice, this means that we shall expect the slip weakening law to dominate
at the initiation of slip, whilst velocity weakening shall take over at larger
slips as the slip weakening friction law drops to a low value. Figure 2.2 is
a graphical representation of this. Equation 2.19 is one of the friction laws
used in the proceeding section.
Rate and State Friction Law
Based on experimental evidence, Ruina [1983] introduced the state variable,
θ, to Dietrich’s rate friction law with idea to accommodate interactions on the
fault (e.g. temperature, pressure, chemical environment, evolution of contact
asperities) that would evolve with certain fault parameters (i.e. rise time,
slip, slip rate etc.). Therefore the state variable represents the weakening of
the fault plain as rupture time increases.
The rate of the state variable (i.e. θ˙) can depend on a number of different
variables (i.e. normal stress, slip rate, etc.). Madariaga and Olsen [2002]
define a general state law as:
θ˙ =
Vc
L
G(D˙, θ) (2.20)
where Vc is a characteristic slip rate and L is a “weakening distance” which
defines a slip distance after which friction reaches a steady state. G(D˙, θ) is
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Figure 2.2: This is graphic representation of the slip and rate
weakening friction law. The surface represents equation 2.19
whilst the black line denotes the variation in stress at a given point
which initially where by friction is predominantly controlled by
the slip weakening friction law. As rupture continues the sliprate
decreases making the slip weakening friction law the dominant
friction law. This leads the arrest of slip, and so stress begins to
increase again due to seismic radiation from other parts of the
fault.
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some simple function of the slip rate D˙ and/or the state variable θ. It should
be noted that the state variable is non-diffusive (i.e. the value of the state
variable for a given position does not effect its neighbouring points).
Nielsen and Carlson [2000] RS friction law differs from the commonly
used RS friction law in that it does not take the logarithm of variables.
Their friction law is defined in equations 2.21 and 2.22. θ can vary between
0 and 1 and its rate of change depends on the sliprate, ∆u˙, as well as a
predefined characteristic time τ and a characteristic length δ.
F = σyθ (2.21)
θ˙ =
1− θ
τ
− ∆u˙
δ
θ (2.22)
The values of τ and δ were chosen in such a way as to create self healing
pulses and shall be discussed in more detail in section 2.3.
For the majority of the results presented in this paper the rate and state
friction law was used. All figures assume rate and state unless otherwise
specified.
2.1.7 Model Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions on edges of the models can be broken up into three
distinct groups: the Dirichlet, Neumann and PML boundary condition. All
three types of boundaries shall be used in our dynamic models.
Dirichlet Boundary Condition
A boundary defined using the Dirichlet boundary condition states that the
particle displacement on boundary S is defined by g(x, t) as shown in equa-
tion 2.23 below:
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u(x, t) = g(x, t) for x ² S (2.23)
(2.24)
In the case of a rigid boundary g(x, t) is set to 0. This boundary shall act as
a solid non.elastic surface which reflects waves but does not absorb them.
Neumann Condition
The Neumann boundary condition defines a value g(x, t) on boundary S for
the normal gradient of displacement (which is similar to the traction vector
T (x, t)):
T(x, t) ¦ n = g(x, t) forx ² S (2.25)
σij nj = gi (2.26)
For a free surface boundary conditions the traction is set to zero (i.e. g(x, t) =
0). This shall be used to simulated the earths surface in Chapter 4, where
by traction is zero normal to the earth’s surface
To cut down on computational time mirror boundaries have been used
in the initial simulations of this chapter when the pre-stress has a geometric
symmetry. This allows the computational time to be cut to 1
8
of the original
time when three mirror boundaries are used in 3D medium. For a mirror
boundary , the traction vector on surface S is usually defined by equation
2.27 below:
T (x, t)sym = T (x, t)− 2n (T (x, t) ¦ n) (2.27)
where T (x, t)sym is the symmetric traction vector on surface S where n is the
unit normal vector to the boundary surface S. However with the presence
of a fault in the media, symmetry conditions must obey those seen across a
fault plane. Such conditions vary the mirror boundary conditions for those
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boundaries which intersect the fault plane, a further discussion on defining
mirror boundaries in the presence of a fault plane is provided in appendix
2.A.2.
PML Boundary Condition
In most situations we shall want our model to act as an infinite medium and
is thereby unaffected by the model’s limited size. For this reason we shall
apply Perfectly Matching Layer (PML) boundary (Berenger [1996], Chew
and Liu [1996] and Festa and Nielsen [2003] ) to the sides of the model from
which we do not want waves to reflect off. Instead of taking a surface S
a volume V is used, over which elastodynamic perturbations are dampened
before reaching surface S where a Dirichlet boundary condition is applied.
Dampening is preformed by applying a stretching factor S to the gradient of
the stress tensor in the boundary volume. Chew and Liu [1996] defined S in
the x direction as:
Sx = 1− i α
x(q)
ω
(2.28)
With ω denoting the frequency and i is imaginary. αx(q) is a real scalar
function dependent on the the distance q from the Dirichlet boundaries which
is defined:
α(q) = A
cp
h δx
(
q
h
)n (2.29)
where q is the distance in grid points from the interface, cp is the p-wave
velocity, h is the number of nodes that makes the thickness of the absorbing
layer. A is a non dimensional constant related to the attenuation with a
value of 5 and n can have values of 2, 4 and 5 - all of which give acceptable
results (Festa and Nielsen [2003]).
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2.2 Numerical Method
As dynamic fracture models have only been solved analytically for limited
set of cases (for e.g. Kostrov [1964], Rice et al. [2005],Nielsen and Madariaga
[2003] and Dunham [2007]) we shall solve them numerically. The three prin-
ciple numerical techniques used are finite difference, spectral element and
boundary integral method.
Finite difference methods for dynamic rupture (initially proposed by
Madariaga [1976]) to calculate the elastodynamic equations for a set of points
in a grid. Models using this method are simple and relatively fast. However,
its disadvantage is that only limited fault orientations can be accommodated
and that grid distribution must be carefully constructed in order to reduce
numerical instability.
The spectral element technique (Komatitsch et al. [1999]) discretizes a
media into area or volume elements (depending on whether a 2D or 3D sys-
tem is being simulated). The numerical integration inside each element (i.e.
solving the elastodynamic equation) is calculated using the tensor product of
the Gauss Lobatto Legendre integral. The solution of which is expanded to
encompass whole element using Lagrange interpolation. Whilst it is more ac-
curate than finite difference modelling however it is also a more computation-
ally expensive method and grid construction can be a very time consuming
process.
The boundary Integral method initially developed by Das and Aki [1977]
whereby slip on the fault is computed by means of integration on the causality
cone for shear and Rayleigh waves. This integration is preformed by means of
a 4th order spatial interpolation. This method was subsequently modified by
numerous authors (Quin and Das [1989] ,Fukuyama and Madariaga [1995],
Tada et al. [2000]) who removed the hyper singularities that were present
near the rupture front as well as extend the technique to 3D. A disadvantage
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of the technique is that it cannot deal with heterogeneous media layers.
As we shall be running numerous simple dynamic models a rapid numer-
ical method is preferential which would point to using finite difference over
spectral element. Given that we shall be examining deterministic features of
rupture and not fault geometry we are unconcerned about being limited to
a planar fault, thus making finite difference a better choice to the spectral
element technique.
As finite difference provides the best compromise between accuracy (in
terms of the simple type of rupture model that we are examining) and com-
putational time required for each simulation, we shall use it for our dynamic
numerical investigation. The application of finite difference to dynamic rup-
ture is discussed in detail in the appendices of this chapter (i.e. section
2.A.1).
2.3 Crack Vs Pulse Rupture Models
As was mentioned in the previous section, the choice of friction law deter-
mines the nature of the fracture that is produced. There are two principal
modes for dynamic fracture propagation: crack-like and pulse-like. Crack-
like ruptures are created when friction remains permanently low on the fault
after failure occurs. Pulse-like ruptures, on the other hand are formed by
some mechanism of dynamic frictional strengthening.
A cracks friction law is commonly defined by slip weakening (equation
2.17) although many different types of friction laws can be used to create
them (e.g. Coulomb, Rate and State etc. - see Zheng and Rice [1998] and
Nielsen and Carlson [2000] for a more detailed discussion).Whilst crack rup-
ture can be solved analytically for simple cases (e.g. Kostrov [1964] for a
self similar crack) their healing conditions depend on the presence of fault
boundaries. Therefore healing and arresting waves are only generated at
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the edges of the fault meaning that rupture heals from the edge of the fault
inwards.
This outside-in healing condition observed with cracks means that earth-
quakes created using crack conditions shall have large rise times. Heaton
[1990], however, observed that rupture is seldom larger than 10% of the final
rupture size. Heaton [1990] proposed that dynamic rupture could be char-
acterised by a “narrow self-healing pulse of slip”; a model initially suggested
by Haskell [1964] in order to explain the frequency spectra of earthquakes.
This gives rise to the second type of rupture – the pulse.
For a rupture pulse a healing front trails the rupture front. A healing
front is generate by assuming for example rate-weakening friction, allowing
friction to re-strengthen rapidly after failure (Nielsen and Carlson [2000])
Since the healing front is trailing the rupture, this means that pulses heal in
the opposite sense to cracks - i.e. from the centre of the fault outwards. An
example of slip weakening being used to create a crack has been highlighted
in figure 2.3a whose healing mechanism is independent of the critical distance
Dc. A pulse on the other hand (as depicted in figure 2.3b) naturally creates
a healing front when the slip rate naturally falls below the predefined Vc. If,
however, the characteristic velocity is decreased the pulse’s length increases
until if finally becomes a crack (Nielsen and Carlson [2000]).
In terms of EW, we are investigating whether in some models, fracture
size may be determined by the initial part of rupture history. As stated
previously, crack-like fracture requires the interaction of barriers in order to
start healing, a feature which is dependent on final rupture dimensions of an
earthquake. This is supported by Ripperger et al. [2006] whose numerical
study of cracks in a heterogeneous pre-stress found that scaling between
final rupture size and initial stress drop exists only for a very limited range.
Pulses, on the other hand provide some degree of independence from barriers
as healing depends on the slip rate. For this reason we shall use the rate
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Figure 2.3: A stereotypical schematic of (a) the slip and (b)
the slip rate against time for a particle on a fault as the rupture
front passes over it. In (a) Dc denotes the critical slip which is
used to define the slip weakening frictional law, slip will not drop
below Dc once it has passed it. Figure (b) defines Vc the critical
velocity used in the rate weakening friction law, given the high
variation of the slip rate with time it is possible for healing to
occur independently of unbreakable barriers.
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weakening friction laws defined by equations 2.19, 2.21 and 2.22 to create
self-healing pulses. Rate friction laws can be used to create both crack and
pulse modes of rupture with features such as the pre-stress ( Zheng and Rice
[1998]), frictional parameters and trigger location determining the nature of
rupture (Nielsen and Carlson [2000]).
Indeed Nielsen and Carlson [2000] examined how, under a given prestress,
variations in the frictional parameters δ and τ used in equations 2.21 and
2.22 lead to three different rupture regimes: self similar cracks, self similar
expanding pulses and transient arresting pulses. After constructing a phase
diagram based on 400 numerical simulations, they found that the fracture
regimes are defined by lines of constant characteristic velocity (i.e. δ/τ –
see figure 2.4). Whilst Nielsen and Carlson [2000] phase diagram (figure 2.4)
corresponds to a constant pre-stress, it shall aid our choice of values for δ
and τ , thus reducing the time required to find a self-similar pulse. As stated
previously our interest is to create rupture’s with some deterministic features,
therefore we shall concentrate on creating the transient arresting pulses seen
by Nielsen and Carlson [2000].
2.4 The Asperity Model
Numerous authors (e.g. Ida [1972], Andrews [1976a], Day [1982] and
Madariaga and Olsen [2000]) all demonstrated that a critical half crack length
(Lc) is required in order to propagate into an surrounding area with a given
pre-stress. Ida [1972] originally defined the critical length in order that rup-
ture propagate using a slip weakening friction law for antiplane case:
Lc =
µDc
pi
σy
σ2ext
(2.30)
where µ the shear modulus,σy is the yield stress of the medium and the pre-
stress of the asperity, σext is the pre-stress of the surround area outside length
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Figure 2.4: This phase diagram highlights the different types
of rupture (denoted by different colours) produced for different
values of τ and δ, the frictional parameters in equation 2.22. Grey
represents crack-like rupture, red to green rupture pulse which
decrease in pulse length going from red to green. Finally white
signifies models where rupture is very small or non-existent. The
change in the nature of rupture is defined along lines of δ/τ .The
diagram is based on the results of 400 dynamic simulations. From
Nielsen and Carlson [2000]
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Lc. Finally Dc is the critical slip. Subsequently, Andrews [1976a] defined a
similar length scale for the in-plane critical length defined as:
Lc =
1
pi (1− v)
σy µ
σ2ext
Dc (2.31)
where v is Poisson’s ratio. For both equations 2.30 and 2.31 we assume
that residual stress after rupture is zero and that the stress distribution is
that due to a static crack. For dynamic rupture, equations 2.30 and 2.31 are
influenced by the rupture velocity, At present no similar equation is available
for pulse-like rupture. In essence equations 2.30 and 2.31 highlight that a
minimum balance between crack dimensions and prestress is required in order
for rupture to propagate. This is somewhat analogous to the situation in our
dynamic models. However, for our numerical simulations rupture shall not be
initiated with on open crack (or pulse), put rather with a pre-stress greater
than that of the medium. The resulting rupture shall require a stress which
is large enough to provide the rupture with enough elastostatic energy (Ge)
to continue to propagate. In order to provide such an energy the pre-stress
at and near nucleation need be high.
Such a region of high pre-stress shall be defined as “asperity” (Madariaga
[1983]). Similar to equations 2.30 and 2.31 the length scale of the asperity, the
pre-stress outside it, and, in the particular case of an asperity, the pre-stress
inside of the asperity shall all effect rupture propagation. Therefore if the
pre-stress inside/outside or the size of the asperity is too small rupture shall
not extend outside of the asperity. Essentially it these relationship between
asperity features and final rupture size that we shall investigate.
A number of numerical investigations have thus far examined dynamic
rupture in asperities. Das and Kostrov [1983] first examined rupture inside
an asperity using the boundary integral method. As they wanted to account
for pre-slip on the fault plane the pre-stress distribution inside the asperity
was defined such that it increases towards the asperities edge. The stress
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outside of the asperity was set to zero thus limiting rupture to occur only
inside the asperity. This pre-stress distribution forces the rupture front to
encircle the centre of the asperity before breaking it. Das and Kostrov [1983]
termed this rupture propagation features the ”encircling pincer movement”.
Fukuyama and Madariaga [2000] also used an asperity model in there in-
vestigation on the relationship between rupture velocity and pre-stress used
a similar asperity model (i.e. one with a high stress around the edge of the
asperity). Whilst also using a 3D BIE method, in this case the resolution of
the model was better and the rupture was allowed to occur outside of the
asperity. Fukuyama and Madariaga [2000] produced similar rupture prop-
agating features seen by Das and Kostrov [1983] calling the meeting of the
two rupture fronts on the far side of the asperity (in relation to the point of
nucleation) as ”rupture focusing”.
More recently Dunham et al. [2003] and Page et al. [2005] investigated
the interaction between a mode II crack and a circular barrier. Similar to
Fukuyama and Madariaga [2000] and Das and Kostrov [1983] rupture encir-
cles the barrier before breaking it, causing rupture front focusing. Dunham
et al. [2003] noted that this feature is not as pronounced of anti-asperity
model (i.e the asperity contains a low pre-stress) as the rupture front pene-
trates them easier.
None of the previously mentioned authors consider self-healing fracture
pulses. We argue that pulses are important because their fracture energy
and the way they scale with rupture dimension fundamentally differs from
that of the classical crack model ( Nielsen and Madariaga [2003]).
Finally, we shall not account of the pre-slip on the asperity as we are
interested only in the relationship between the asperity, its size and the pre-
stress outside of it. Therefore we shall assume that pre-stress variation inside
the asperity is insignificant in relation to the difference in stress inside and
outside the asperity.
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2.5 Model Setup
As we are examining how initial rupture features effect final rupture size we
shall take a very simple pre-stress distribution on our fault which we then vary
gradually. Nucleation is forced to occur in one specified location by putting
the pre-stress at that point greater than the yield stress of the medium. This
zone shall be referred to as the “trigger zone”. The trigger zone is at least
four times smaller than the asperity size so that its effects are insignificant
to that of the asperity’s. It is important to note that, for simplicity, we
have used a rapid nucleation procedure that by-passes the slow nucleation
stages. Indeed we are not looking at the quasi-static initial transient but at
the dynamic breakaway phase (i.e. the first few seconds of rupture).
In all cases the nucleation zone has been placed inside a high stress circular
asperity. The location of the trigger zone inside the asperity as well as the
asperities size varies between models. Initially, a homogeneous background
pre-stress was applied outside the asperity in order to determine what, if
any, are the constraints that nucleation places on the overall rupture. In
later models a heterogeneous pre-stress background was added outside the
asperity to see how this would effect rupture propagation. In creating a
random pre-stress distribution we want to produce rupture on a fault that
is somewhat realistic, a more detailed discussion on which is presented in
section 2.6.1 Figure(2.5) depicts a schematic cross-section through the pre-
stress on our planar fault.
The fault is assumed to be in an infinite medium (i.e. no waves reflect off
the model boundaries) as PML boundaries ( Festa and Nielsen [2003]) were
applied to the edges of the model.
Where possible, the theoretical models have been scaled to make our the-
oretical models analogous with observational results. For example, abstract
fault parameters such as the total moment have been converted into the
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Figure 2.5: Schematic description of fault initial conditions. (a)
cross-section of pre-stress distribution on the fault (for a case
where trigger is located at the centre of the asperity). The dotted
line highlights the fact that for certain models the homogeneous
pre-stress outside of the asperity was replaced with a heteroge-
neous one. (b1-3) planar views of pre-stress distributions on the
fault for three different trigger positions (black dots). (b-1) Cen-
tre case (trigger in the middle of asperity), (b-2) Antiplane edge:
the trigger is on the top edge of the asperity, so that slip is locally
tangent to the asperity border. (b-3) Inplane edge: the trigger is
on the left side of the asperity, so that slip is locally perpendicular
to the asperity border.
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more widely used moment magnitude. Another incentive for scaling is that
it makes our theoretical models which have slightly pre-stress distributions
which differ slightly, comparative. Table 2.4 contains a list of the scaling
applied to our theoretical models and the effect this scaling has on asperity
size. For this conversion the yield stress, τy, is equal to 30MPa whilst the
shear stiffness, µ, is set to 30GPa. The exception to this is scaling is figure
2.7, where the graphs units (moment rate and length) have been left in model
units.
2.6 Dynamic Results
2.6.1 Quantitative description of pulse rupture
Figure 2.6 is an example of the evolution of a pulse from our asperity model
with a homogeneous pre-stress surround it. In general, we observe that
rupture is faster in the the in-plane direction (i.e. the direction parallel to the
direction of the pre-stress - which in the case of figure 2.7 is in the horizontal
direction). This difference in rupture velocity is a common feature of rupture
(Madariaga and Olsen [2002], Fukuyama and Madariaga [2000] and Kostrov
[1964] ) which is due to production of s- and Rayleigh waves in the in-plane
direction causing stress fluctuation thus moving the media nearer to rupture
faster (Madariaga and Olsen [2002]).
In comparison to earlier studies of numerical models, we do not see the
“double pincer” rupture effect (Kostrov [1964]) nor the “rupture focusing” (
Fukuyama and Madariaga [2000]). The absence of these features is due to
the lack of pre-stress variation inside of the asperity.
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Figure 2.6: The three pictures highlight the evolution of a rup-
ture pulse from a trigger (inner black circle) through the high
stress asperity (i.e. outer black circle) into the surrounding low
stress medium.
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2.6.2 Sensitivity test on parameters that are impor-
tant to rupture length
As stated in section 1.4, a large initial fracture energy flux (Ge) has a higher
probability of creating larger earthquakes. As the energy flux is proportional
to the stress drop (i.e. ∆σ2) and active rupture length (i.e. Λ), it can be
linked to the moment rate, M˙o (Nielsen [2007]) . The moment rate in turn,
is itself proportional to the particle displacement in the far field and thus
the fracture energy flux is indirectly observable on the seismogram (Aki and
Richards [2002]). This indirect correlation is highlighted in equation 2.32
below:
u(t) ∝ M˙o ∝ ∆σΛ (2.32)
Ge ∝ Λ∆σ2 (2.33)
Therefore, a large initial amplitude, a feature measured by Zollo et al. [2006],
Wu and Zhao [2006],etc, could relate to a large energy flux during the start
of rupture. Equation 2.32 and 2.33 demonstrate that by varying the stress
drop and the active rupture length we shall vary the moment rate, a function
that both influences the energy flux and is seismologically observable. There-
fore, by varying the pre-stress on our numerical fault for different models we
hope to vary the stress drop and hence the initial elastostatic energy. One
means of examining the evolution of the energy flow in our model over time
is by measuring the moment rate during the course of rupture. We shall
now, initially investigate whether such a scaling holds true by comparing the
moment rate created by an asperity with its final rupture length.
Assuming that rupture inside of the asperity is crack-like, we can define
the moment for a circularly expanding crack as:
Mo(t) = 2pi µ
∫ r(t)
0
∆u(r, t) r dr (2.34)
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where µ is the shear modulus, r is the radius of the crack at time t and
∆u is the slip at position r and time t Using Leibniz Integral Rule the time
derivative of equation 2.34 can be taken, giving the moment rate as:
M˙o = 2pi µ{
∫ r(t)
0
r∆u˙(r, t) dr + r(t)∆u(r(t), t)r′(t)} (2.35)
assuming that slip is infinitesimal near the crack tip (i.e. the rise time is not
instantaneous) , ∆u(r(t), t) = 0 and therefore the second term in equation
2.35becomes zero. The moment rate for a crack at time t is:
M˙o = A(t)µ∆u˙ (2.36)
where ∆u˙ is the average slip rate inside the crack, and A(t) is the area of the
crack at time t (i.e. A(t) = pi r(t)2)
Eshelby [1957] defined the slip for a static circular crack as (which is a
resonable approximation for the dynamic crack which Scholz [2003] claims
differs by 20%):
∆u(x, y) =
12∆σs
7pi µ
L
√
1− x
2 + y2
L2
where (x, y) is a point on the fault, L is the final radius of the fault, ∆σs is
the static stress drop. Therefore the average slip on a circular fault can be
given in spherical coordinates as:
∆u =
1
piL(t)2
12∆σs
7pi µ
L(t)
∫ 2pi
0
∫ L(t)
0
√
1− r(t)
2
L2
r(t)drdθ
whereby the integral evaluates to:∫ 2pi
0
∫ L(t)
0
√
1− r(t)
2
r(t)2
r(t) dr dθ =
2 pi L(t)2
3
giving an average slip of:
∆u =
8
7pi
∆σs
µ
L(t) (2.37)
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By taking the temporal derivative of equation 3.19 and setting the rate of
change in the rupture length (L˙(t)) equal to the the average rupture velocity
(vr) we can now define the average sliprate on the fault plane. The average
sliprate can now be defined as
∆u˙ =
12
21pi
∆σs
µ
vr (2.38)
Substituting equation 2.38 into 2.36 gives the moment rate in terms of the
stress drop:
M˙o = A(t)
12
21pi
∆σsvr (2.39)
By setting the area and stress equal to that of the asperity’s and defining the
average rupture velocity as:
vr = 0.9 β (2.40)
, β is the s-wave velocity we can now calculate an estimate for the maximum
moment rate created by the asperity. As λ, ρ and µ were all equal to 1 (see
table 2.2) this means that β =
√
3, and thus vr = 1.57 (it should be noted,
that for this preliminary model, non-dimensional parameters were used) .
In terms of determining the rupture length (i.e. the distance from the
point of nucleation to the place where rupture terminates) an approximation
shall be made to the differences in rupture lengths between the in- and anti-
plane. Therefore we shall let the average rupture length (RL) be equal to
the radius derived from the total ruptured area (Ar) assuming this area is
circular:
RL =
√
Ar
pi
(2.41)
where RL is the average rupture length.
Figure 2.7 plots the maximum moment rate of the asperity (given by
equation 2.39) for a variety pre-stress distributions on the fault plane (see
table 3.5) against the average rupture distance (defined by equation 2.41).
The different symbol represent three different pre-stress regimes. Box (¥)
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and the triangular (N) symbols denote where the asperity radius was kept
constant with only the pre-stress inside of the asperity increasing. The dif-
ference between the box and triangular models being the size of the asperity.
The star (F) symbols represent where the asperity size is increased whilst
the pre-stresses remain constant.
With both the box and triangular plots, when the asperity generates a
low moment rate the the rupture length remains at an initially low plateau.
There is then a jump in rupture length denoting the point at which rupture
now has enough elastostatic energy to propagate outside of the asperity.
This point is similar to the critical length of cracks discussed previously (see
Section 2.4) and shows a coincidental dependence on length and pre-stress.
This similar interdependency between stress and asperity size can be seen by
the sudden jump in rupture length over a small increase in the stress drop
inside of the asperity and secondly in the different moment rates required
to produce a jump in rupture length between the square and rectangular
symbols (whose asperity size differs).
After the jump in rupture length, the maximum moment rate created by
the asperity scales linearly with the rupture length. This is true for all three
regimes types (i.e. square, triangle and boxes).
In essence figure 2.7 shows a promising linear scaling between the final
rupture length and the moment rate of the asperity. This scaling occurs
after a characteristic elastostatic energy has been obtained by rupture in
the asperity. The scaling occurs for both increasing asperity prestress and
asperity size. However on close examination of figure 2.7 it appears that the
asperity prestress is important for reaching the critical energy required for
rupture outside of the asperity. The asperity’s radius, on the other hand
provides the largest scaling range outside of the asperity.
Having produced a promising simple scaling between the maximum mo-
ment rate and rupture length we shall now look at the different relationships
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Figure 2.7: This is a plot of the average rupture length against
the moment rate created by the asperity. The different symbols
denote different pre-stress regimes see table 3.5 in the appendix for
stress distributions. In the case of the boxes (¥) and the triangles
(N) , the asperity size was kept constant with only the pre-stress
being steady increased in both cases. For the stars (F), the radius
of the asperity was increased whilst all other parameters were kept
constant. Note all units in this case are non-dimensional.
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between asperity size, trigger position and final magnitude using the more
complex rate and state friction law.
2.6.3 Moving Trigger Location
On viewing the final slip for a variety of asperity models with homogeneous
background pre-stress in figure 2.8, it is apparent that the relative position
of the trigger patch inside the asperity is important in predefining rupture
direction. When the trigger area is on the edge of the asperity, rupture
only propagates uni-directionally through the asperity and out the other
side (figure 2.8b, c).When the trigger patch is in the centre of the asperity
(figure 2.8a ) a bi-direction rupture front is produced. A possible reason for
this bi-directionality of rupture in the anti-plane direction is difference in
the stress intensity for the in-plane and anti-plane directions. In figure 2.8d,
the trigger is off centre and as a result slip is primarily in the anti-plane
direction, but the rupture front still propagates to a smaller extent in the in-
plane direction. In all cases maximum slip occurs at the edge of the asperity
and points in the general direction of principle rupture.
Interestingly, where the trigger is at the edge or centre of the asperity
(figure 2.8a,b,c), the rupture’s width is limited to the diameter of the asperity.
This focusing of the rupture front (which we see in figure 2.8) of the rupture
front depends heavily on the pre-stress ratio inside and outside the asperity.
The greater this ratio is, the greater the focusing effect is, and conversely,
the the lower the pre-stress ratio is the less constrained rupture directivity
becomes. This would imply for cases where pre-stress outside of an asperity
is relatively smooth and insignificant, the width of a pulse could be defined by
the time it reaches the edge of the breaking asperity. However the possibility
of such a slip distribution occurring naturally are quite low.
The trend we see in figure 2.8 is present over a range of asperity sizes for a
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Figure 2.8: The total slip for a variety of dynamic rupture mod-
els with whereby the trigger zone is moved around inside of the
asperity. In models a,b and c we can see that the asperities size
directly influences the overall rupture front.
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given trigger position pointing to possible determinism in fracture mechanics.
Figure 2.9 shows the the total slip on the fault for a variety of asperity
sizes while all other parameters remain constant (i.e pre-stress values) and
the trigger patch remains on the bottom side of the asperity. The range
in asperity size whereby rupture is controlled primarily by the asperity is
limited. In the case of figure 2.9 for example, rupture will not propagate
outside of the asperity for asperities with radii small than 1km. There is also
an upper limit to the size of an asperity after which the asperity’s effect on
final rupture diminishes. Figure 2.9(c) is an example of this case in question,
whereby the rupture front fans out in size. In fact the rupture was still
rupturing when the model stopped. This change in fracture type from a self
healing pulse which naturally dies out to one of a stable pulse is dependent
on the asperity. In figure 2.9 this occurred at a radius of 2.3km, however this
size changes for different pre-stress values.
Turning our attention to the moment rate, a detectable feature on the
seismogram, again we see this same saturation of the asperity’s influence
once it grows bigger than a certain size. Figure 2.10 plots the evolution
of the moment rate with time for a variety of asperity sizes using a fixed
trigger patch location. The difference between Figures 2.10(a) and (b) is
the location of the trigger patch (i.e. the trigger patch is moved from the
left edge to the bottom edge of the asperity) as well as slightly different
pre-stress outside of the asperity. In both cases the maximum moment rate
occurs at the edge of the asperity when a homogeneous pre-stress is applied
outside of the asperity (this is also true for trigger patches in the centre of the
asperity). In both sets of results the peak moment increases with asperity
size before decreasing slowly. When the asperity reaches a size of ≈2.3km
the moment rate decreases just outside the asperity but then increases again
as it becomes unstoppable. Clearly there is maximum size over which the
fracture front gains enough elastodynamic energy to rupture indefinitely.
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Figure 2.9: A selection final slip distribution results whereby
the only parameter that varies between models is the asperity
size. The radius of the asperity increases from 1.5km to 2.5km
going form model a to e. In all cases rupture stop naturally inside
the model space except for model (e) which was still rupturing up
until the model stopped running.
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Figure 2.10: The evolution of the moment rate with time. The
difference between the two graphs is that rupture nucleated on
the left edge of the asperity in graph (a) and on the bottom edge
in graph (b). The different curves in each graph are due to the
changing size of the asperity, for both sets of graphs the asperity
size is increased up to the point where rupture does not terminate
inside of the asperity (the highest line in each case). The shaded
area in both plots highlights the technique used to calculate the
total moment of earthquake - i.e. the area under the graph. Note
all units in this case are non-dimensional.
Interestingly, these moment rate functions have a similar appearance to
those produced using the Sato-Hirasawa kinematic model (i.e. comparing
figure 2.10 with 2.11. This model has been used as a possible explanation for
why early magnitude estimation is possible (Kanamori [2005]). However, in
the case our dynamic modelling, it is possible that such a kinematic model is
valid over a limited range (i.e. 1.5M – see figure 2.12 and future discussions).
In figure 2.12 we plot the log of the maximum moment rate inside the
asperity against the final magnitude outside of the asperity. Data points
from large asperities which exhibit saturation effects have been excluded as
the final magnitude for these models is proportional to run time of the model.
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However, we have hypothetically extrapolated the best fit curves (denoted
by dashed lines) to show the saturation effect whereby the best fit curves
move to an asymptotic maximum moment rate as the final moment becomes
infinite.
The data points in figure 2.12 have been split up into three groups which
relate to the trigger position. Circles denote results for when the trigger is
in the centre of the asperity, for squares the trigger is on the top edge the
asperity, and for stars the trigger is on the left edge of the asperity.
For all three cases there exists a linear trend between the base 10 log-
arithm of the maximum moment rate and final magnitude outside of the
asperity. However this scaling is limited in magnitude range (i.e. ≈ 1.3ML)
due to the change in the nature of the fracture (i.e. from self healing pulse
to stable pulse). As this is a theoretical model we can vary the nodal dis-
tance in our model to increase the asperity size and thus the final magnitude
produced (see Table 2.4) but this does not change the range of the linear
relationship seen in figure 2.12.
Examining figure 2.12 we can see that the linear scaling for the three
different trigger locations are very similar to each other. There is some
small variation between the linear trends with the slip of the best fit line
varying between 0.49 and 0.63 (see Table 2.1). This difference which is due
to the different trigger locations and pre-stress distributions. An analogous
comparison could be the variety of stress regimes that earthquakes are found
under (e.g. interplate or intraplate earthquakes). This could be a possible
explanation for a small portion of the larger scatter seen observationally
(e.g. Olson and Allen [2005] and Zollo et al. [2006]). However as our linear
scaling holds over a small magnitude range this would point to rupture being
deterministic only over a short period.
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Figure 2.11: The application of the Sato-Hirasawa kinematic
model (REF) in calculating the moment rate for a given sta-
tion at a polar angel of 90o. Source variables used are: p-wave
speed 6km/s, s-wave speed 3.5 km/s, density=2.7 g/cm3, rupture
velocity 2.5km/s and applied shear stress 30bars. Taken from
Kanamori [2005]
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Figure 2.12: Plotting the maximum magnitude rate against the
final moment magnitude. The results for three different trigger
locations are plotted, the circles refer to when the trigger is on
the left side of the asperity, the squares for the trigger being at
the top edge of the asperity and the stars for when the trigger is
at the centre of the asperity. For each set of results only the outer
size of the asperity was increased. In the case where the trigger is
at the centre of the asperity the slip and rate weakening friction
law was applied.
Table 2.1: List of parameters for fitting a best linear line to
function data-points in figure 2.12. Best fit curve is defined as
log10(M˙o) =mML+c, wherem is the slope and c is the y-intercept.
m c
Antiplane Case 0.49 -2.46
Inplane Case 0.62 -2.66
Centre Case 0.62 -2.57
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2.6.4 Random Pre-stress outside of the Asperity
Power Law Distribution
Next we shall place the high stress asperity used in the previous dynamic
models into a fault with a heterogeneous pre-stress distribution. In creating
a random pre-stress distribution we want to produce rupture on a fault that
is somewhat realistic.
Andrews [1980] noted that by assuming that the amplitude spectra radi-
ated by an earthquake is a self similar power law function (as observed by Aki
[1967]), a stochastic slip and static stress drop distribution for a fault plane
can be defined in the frequency domain. Assuming that the average stress
drop is independent of the earthquake’s size, the scaling between stress drop
and wavenumber has a power law of -1.Subsequently Herrero and Bernard
[1994] noted that the stress drop spectrum on a fault plane can be defined
as a function of the radial wave number k:
∆σL(k) = ∆σ
L
k
(2.42)
where ∆σ is the average stress drop and L is the ruptured length. Equation
2.42 applies only for k > 1/L, for wavenumbers below this (i.e. k < 1/L) the
stress drop spectrum is proportional to k thus the average stress is zero for
k = 0. Figure 2.13 denotes the stress drop spectrum of a generic fault in the
wavenumber domain.
Therefore by predefining a wavenumber range, a rupture length and an
average stress drop equation 2.42 can generate a random pre-stress spectra.
∆σ(k) can then be converted into the time domain by Fourier transform in
order to generate a stochastic pre-stress distribution for a fault plane. For
the heterogeneous prestress distribution used in figure 2.14 a wave number
range of 0-0.2m−1 was used, where by L was defined by the grid size (i.e. 400
nodes).
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Figure 2.13: This is a schematic representation of of the stress
drop (i.e. ∆σ) in the wavenumber domain as proposed by Her-
rero and Bernard [1994].For k < ÃL−1, where L is the length of
the fault and k the wavenumber, the stress drop scales with the
wavenumber, while for k > L−1 the stress drop is define by equa-
tion 2.42
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Inhomogeneous background stress
In figure 2.14 we now introduce a heterogeneous pre-stress outside of the
asperity. The trigger patch is placed at the edge of the asperity as it produced
a very distinctive constraint on rupture propagation (as seen in figure 2.9).
The initial directivity imposed by the nucleation’s location can still be seen,
however this has now been mixed with constraints imposed by pre-stress
features outside of the asperity. Noticeably, the lateral edges of the asperity
are sensitive to local pre-stress levels contracting and expanding depending
on whether the pre-stress is his high or low in these regions. This feature is
heavily dependant on the pre-stress range, with larger fluctuations occurring
when a larger pre-stress range is used.
Indeed, rupture termination is also heavily effected by the pre-stress out-
side of the asperity. Figure 2.14 shows two models both using the same
initial parameters with the only difference between the two being that the
pre-stress outside of the asperity is the inverse of the other (i.e. areas of
high stress become low stress as we look from one model to the other, and
vica versa). In figure 2.14(a) rupture terminates just outside of the asperity
due to a patch of low pre-stress, while in figure 2.14(b) rupture continues to
propagate indefinitely (in fact rupture was still propagating when the model
stopped). As the size and pre-stress inside of the asperity remains constant
between the two models we can say that the initial elastodynamic energy is
the same and therefore rupture termination is cascade in nature.
2.7 Remarks on the dynamic results
Interestingly, the offset of large slip from the hypo-centre position seen in
figure 2.9 is a feature that has been observed in kinematic models too (Mai
Mai et al. [2005]). In our models we can explain this offset due to edge of
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Figure 2.14: For model (a) and (b) an asperity is surrounded by
a randomly distributed pre-stress. For both figures the asperity
size and location of the trigger patch is identical. However, the
background pre-stress varies between the two figures, but both
have the same pre-stress range and mean value. Therefore while
our breakout phase is constant between the two models the results
vary greatly with model (a) stopping just outside of the asperity
while in model (b) rupture is continuing to rupture at the end of
the dynamic model run time. This points to the view that, while
the breakout phase does impose some deterministic characteristics
(i.e. note that rupture direction is the same in both models) the
termination of fracture is predominantly cascade nature. Asperity
has a radius of 2km whilst the wavenumber range used to create
the background pre-stress was 0-0.2m−1
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the high stress asperity. Inside of the asperity the energy flux is constantly
increasing and with it the slip. Outside of the asperity the pre-stress is
lower and so the energy flux decreases and so too does the amount of slip.
This correlation between dynamic and kinematic models could imply that
hypocentres are naturally found in or very near high stress asperities. Indeed
Andrews [1976b] critical length for cracks would support this point of view.
However, while a rupture pulse requires a certain size asperity in order
to rupture meaningful distances, we have shown by figure 2.14 that their
termination is heavily dependent on local conditions on the fault. By using a
rate friction law to create a manageable fracture pulses we aimed to create a
rupture with some deterministic features. These features proved to exist over
a limited magnitude range under specific conditions. The exception to this
is rupture directivity which is heavily dependent on trigger location inside
the asperity. Even with a random pre-stress distribution surrounding an
asperity (figure 2.14) this is still an overall feature of rupture. Indeed, relative
position of nucleation to high stress asperities could be an explanation for
the observed predominance of uni-directional rupture propagation in large
earthquake (McGuire et al. [2002]).
Whilst rupture directivity provides rupture nucleation with some control
of overall rupture direction, it does not influence termination and hence, de-
terministic scaling is limited to a small magnitude range for pulse ruptures.
Other friction laws may also provide similar scaling results but probably over
shorter ranges. The widely used crack model has also been shown to demon-
strate scaling features between stress drop and final rupture size (Ripperger
et al. [2006]) but again over a short range of values.
Therefore there may exist a deterministic scaling, however it is limited
to a short magnitude range and cannot properly explain the seismological
observations of Allen and Kanamori [2003], Olson and Allen [2005] , Wu and
Zhao [2006] or Zollo et al. [2006]. Given the limitations that our deterministic
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hypothesis has provided we will now look at our kinematic one.
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2.A Appendix
2.A.1 FD technique and theory
Elastodynamic Equations
Whilst the second order partial differential elastodynamic equation (equation
2.14) determines the evolution of displacement for a given stress field it does
provide some inherent problems when evalutated numerically. Madariaga
[1976] noted that as the slip rate is required in the calculation of the rate
friction law and is used in calculating far field particle displacment, it would
be the more natural variable to solve the elastodynamic equations for. By
using the displacement (see equation 2.14) requires the calculation of it’s
derivative in order to define the slip rate – a procedure that increases the
model run time but more importantly decreases model accuracy.
Secondly, Madariaga [1976] split the three 2nd order partial differential
equations into the more practical set of nine first order hyperbolic partial
differential equations (three velocity and six stress equations). Therefore the
elastodynamic equations of motion can be re-written as:
ρ v˙i = σij,j (2.43)
σ˙ij = λ vk,k δij + µ (vi,j + vj,i) (2.44)
where v is the sliprate, dots denote time derivatives and commas partial
derivatives and σ is the stress. Einstein summation is assumed. This method
removes the unnecessary calculation of the displacement derivative on the
fault thus increasing the accuracy of any numerical methods that are applied.
However, as there are now two sets of coupled partial differential equations
with both both stress and velocity are interdependent. This requires that
finite difference grid must be modified somewhat to accommodate the coupled
equations. Therefore the grid is staggered whereby the nodes that define the
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Figure 2.15: A schematic depicting the positioning of the stag-
gered stress (denoted by σij, where i, j indicate tensor component)
and velocity (i.e. vi, which is the particle velocity in the i
th di-
rection) nodes for a 3 dimensional grid as defined by Madariaga
et al. [1998]
velocity and stress are separated by half a grid space thus providing a pseudo
independence. As both temporal and spatial partial derivatives are present in
equation 2.43 the grid is staggered in time as well as space. Madariaga [1976]
first applied this staggered grid system in 2D, it was later extended to 3D
(Virieux and Madariaga [1982], Madariaga et al. [1998]) as computational
resources increased (figure 2.15 highlights the separation of elastodynamic
variables in a 3 dimensional grid).
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FD Theory
A finite difference technique can now be used to evaluate the our new elas-
todynamic equations (equation 2.43). Finite difference method discretises
the model medium spatially and temporally by means of Taylors series ex-
pansion. The finite difference method uses the following two expansions of a
function to calculate both spatial and temporal derivatives:
f(x+ h) = f(x) + hf ′(x) +
h2
2!
f ′′(x) +
h3
3!
f ′′′(x) +O(h4) (2.45)
f(x− h) = f(x)− hf ′(x) + h
2
2!
f ′′(x)− h
3
3!
f ′′′(x) +O(h4) (2.46)
Where h is the step size (be it spatial or temporal) and f is the function
being evaluated, f ′ is the derivative of f(x) and O(h4) denotes an error of
the 4th order (i.e. the error is a function of h4).
For the spatial derivative we shall use the central difference approach
whereby taking one equation away from the other in equation 2.45 givens
the spatial derivative for f(x) as:
f ′(x) =
9
16h
{f(x+ h)− f(x− h)} − 1
48h
{f(x+ 3h)− f(x− 3h)} (2.47)
h is the step size between nodal points and contains a 4th order error
based on the step size. For the time derivative in the elastodynamic equations
2.43 the backward difference technique is applied:
f ′(t) =
f(t)− f(t− h)
h
(2.48)
This provides an error in the region of the 2nd order of the time step (i.e.
O(h2)).
Finite Difference Applied to Elastodynamic Equations
Equations 2.48 and 2.47 can now be subsituted in to equation 2.43 thus
converting the elastodynamic equations into a discrete system.
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Equation 2.48 can be re-written in terms of Vnk,l,m, a three component
vector (i.e.V = (vx, vy, vz)), which defines the discrete slip rate at time n and
grid position (k lm) :
DtV
n
k,l,m =
Vnk,l,m −Vn−1k,l,m
∆t
(2.49)
∆t is the time step. Likewise the f(x) in equation 2.47 can be re-
placed by the discrete stress vector, Σnk,l,m, which defines the stress for
grid position (k l m) and time n and contains six components (i.e. Σ =
(σxx, σyy, σzz, σxy, σxz, σyz)). We can now re-write the nine elastodynamic
equations (equation 2.43) as:
DxΣ
n
k,l,m =
9
16∆x
(Σnk+1,l,m −Σnk−1,l,m) +
1
48∆x
(Σnk+3,l,m −Σnk−3,l,m)
DyΣ
n
k,l,m =
9
16∆y
(Σnk,l+1,m −Σnk,l−1,m) +
1
48∆z
(Σnk,l+3,m −Σnk,l−3,m)(2.50)
DzΣ
n
k,l,m =
9
16∆z
(Σnk,l,m+1 −Σnk,l,m−1) +
1
48∆x
(Σnk,l,m+3 −Σnk,l,m−3)
where ∆x,∆y,∆z are the nodal spacing in the x, y, and z directions repec-
tively in our discrete model. Σ is the discrete value of stress of an unspecified
conpoment at time n and position (k, l,m).
Therefore equation 2.43 can now be rewritten in terms of discrete opera-
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tors:
ρDtvx = Dxσxx +Dyσxy +Dzσxz
ρDtvy = Dxσyx +Dyσyy +Dzσyz
ρDtvz = Dxσzx +Dyσzz +Dzσzz
Dtσxx = (λ+ 2µ)Dx vx + λ (Dy vy +Dz vz)
Dtσyy = (λ+ 2µ)Dy vy + λ (Dx vx +Dz vz) (2.51)
Dtσzz = (λ+ 2µ)Dz vz + λ (Dy vy +Dx vx)
Dtσxy = µ (Dy vx +Dx vy)
Dtσyz = µ (Dz vy +Dy vz)
Dtσxz = µ (Dz vx +Dx vz)
where x y z relate to the component of the stress tensor or slip rate and not
the relative position in the grid. The separation of both time and space
derivatives in equations 2.43 means that these derivative can be calculated
at separate grid positions leading to the use of a staggered finite difference
grid in both time and space. Defining ∆t as the the grid spacing, the time
grid is defined with sliprate positioned at every n∆t and stress placed at
(n+ 1
2
)∆t. For the spatial grid, assuming that grid spacing is equal between
nodes, we can say:
∆x = ∆y = ∆z =
∆h
2
(2.52)
where ∆h is the overall grid spacing in the staggered grid, whilst ∆x,∆y,∆z
denote the the spacing between two nodes of the same parameter in the x,y
and z direction respectively.
The grid distribution relative to the fault plane position can be applied in
a multitude of ways. Initially Virieux and Madariaga [1982] proposed plac-
ing the fault plane on the same nodes as the shear stress components and
used symmetry about the fault plane to solve the elastodynamic equations.
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Figure 2.16: A schematic depicting the positioning of the stag-
gered nodes on the fault plane.
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However, as noted by Madariaga et al. [1998] this produced numerical inac-
curacy near the crack tip, as a consequence Madariaga et al. [1998] defined
a two-grid-row ”thick” fault zone. This method places the antisymetric vari-
ables on the fault zone (i.e. the shear velocity and normal stress) and the
symmetric variables one grid node off it (the shear stress relative to the fault
plane and normal velocity). However, this technique does not calculate the
shear stress on the fault plane but rather one grid space off it (i.e. ∆z) whilst
the normal stress and shear velocity are calculated two grid positions away
from the fault. This leads to a dependence on choice of the critical slip Dc
relative to the grid spacing a feature noted by Madariaga et al. [1998]. Our
choice of fault position, however shall produce a Dc that is indepentent of
the grid spacing.
By placing the fault plane along the shear componets of stress (see figure
2.16) grid scaling problems are removed. The shear stress nodes (e.g. σxz
and σyz – in the case of figure 2.16) are now now calculated on the fault
plane. The slip rate, in the case of a homogeneous medium either side of the
fault (i.e. in chapter 2) is calculated as:
D˙(x, y, nzf) = 2v(x, y, nzf +∆z) (2.53)
whereby the fault plane is defined along the z-axis (see figure 2.16) at position
nzf . In the case of bi-material fault surface the slip rate is interpolated across
the surface using the equation:
D˙(x, y, nzf) = v(x, y, nzf +∆z)− v(x, y, nzf −∆z) (2.54)
The integral of either equations 2.53 or 2.54 shall give the slip. The normal
stress nodes (i.e. σzz) are also defined one half nodal grid space off the fault
plane (i.e. ∆z/2) and are thus interpolated like the slip rate using equation
2.54.
As the stress component normal to the fault plane is an odd function we
shall assume that its model reference state zero on the fault plane with no
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temporal fluctuations (i.e. σ+zz = σ
−
zz). This assumption is valid when fault
material is homogeneous on either side of the fault but untrue for bi-materials
(Andrews and Ben-Zion [1997]and Ben-Zion and Andrews [1998]). This grid
layout reduces computational error and time as the shear stress is computed
on the fault plane and thus requires no interpolation.
Model Constraints
In order that the finite difference technique is stable the ratio of grid spacing
to time step must be greater than the Courant-Friedrics-Levy (CFL) Con-
stant. Virieux [1986] defined the CFL constant for a homogeneous staggered
grid system as:
α <
∆x
∆t
√
n
(2.55)
where n is the number of dimensions in the model (which shall be set to
3 of 3D rupture simulations), ∆t is the time step, ∆x is the spacing between
the nodes and (α) is the maximum (in the case of a hetergeneous media)
p-wave velocity generated in the model. As the p-wave velocity is defined as:
α =
√
λ+ 2µ
ρ
(2.56)
with λ and µ representing the Lame constants of the media and ρ denoting
the density of the medium.
Another constraint on nodal spacing is wave dispersion. A general rule
of thumb (Virieux [1986]) is that:
Λmin > 10 dx (2.57)
where Λmin is the minimum wavelength visible in the model below which
wavelengths are generally undistinguishable from numerical noise. As the
s-wave have larger wavelengths than p-waves, it will be the restrictive wave
type in determining this condition.
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2.A.2 Applying mirror boundaries to fault planes
In order to apply a mirror boundary condition to a fault plane the symme-
try in the stress components of the stress tensor and the particle velocities
must be maintained. In a 3D media, two boundaries shall border the fault
plane whilst the third shall constitute the lower half of the fault plane. The
assumption being that the elasto-dynamic parameters (i.e. the Lame Con-
stants, pre-stress) are identical either side of the fault and the fault plane is
planar. Fault symmetry dictates that the shear stress components for the
traction vector for a given surface are even functions. The normal stress com-
ponents and the shear stress component perpendicular to a defined surface on
the other hand are odd functions. This variation in symmetry conditions for
different surfaces relative to the fault plane means that each mirror boundary
must be individually defined.
Assuming that the fault plane is along the z-axis, the three mirror bound-
aries can be defined using both the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary condi-
tions as follows. With the superscript m denotes the stress component that
is in the mirror boundary the x-z mirror boundary is defined as:
σxx = σ
m
xx σxy = −σmxy
σyy = σ
m
yy σyz = σ
m
yz
σzz = σ
m
zz σxz = −σmxz
with the velocity components defined as:
vx = v
m
x
vy = −vmy
vz = v
m
z
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On the y-z mirror boundary is denoted by:
σxx = −σmxx σxy = σmxy
σyy = −σmyy σyz = −σmyz
σzz = −σmzz σxz = σmxz
vx = v
m
x
vy = −vmy
vz = −vmz
Finally, the mirror boundary for one side of the fault plane (i.e. the x-y
plane) is:
σxx = −σmxx σxy = −σmxy
σyy = −σmyy σyz = σmyz
σzz = −σmzz σxz = σmxz
vx = −vmx
vy = −vmy
vz = v
m
z
In order to view the displacment for example, on the full fault plane
where there are mirror boundaries present, the displacement matrix needs
to be manipulated. Therefore assuming that A is the n x m displacement
matrix mirror images can be created using the following matrix operations:
AI : Ai,j → Ai,m−j
AII : Ai,j → An−i,j
AIII : Ai,j → An−i,m−j
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A
AIAIII
AII
Figure 2.17: For this figure the model space only consisted of the
top righthand quadrant with the black dotted line bordering the
top right quadrant representing mirror boundaries. It should be
noted that this can not be used when trigger patch is moved from
the centre of the asperity as pre-stress symmetry breaks down.
where AI is the slip matrix when i
th is the mirror plane, and AII where
jth denotes the mirror axis. AIII is symmetric representation of matrix A
through the origin. i and j are matrix elements and n and m being the
largest element of the matrix. Figure 2.17 depicts the different slip matrices
for the different quadrants of the image.
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2.A.3 Parameter Tables used in Numerical Models
Table 2.2: Variables used in numerical modelling whose results
are defined in figures 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 2.12 and 2.14. Fracture pa-
rameters as well as material variables have been define
Model Parameters
Characteristic Length:δ 3
Characteristic Velocity:vm 0.025
Static Friction: µs 0.3
Dynamic Friction: µd 0.1
Spatial Step: dx 0.4
Time step: dt 0.1
Yield Stress: τy 1
Density: ρ 1
Shear Modulus: µ 1
Bulk Modulus: λ 1
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Table 2.3: Pre-stress distribution used for points making up
graph 2.7. In all cases the yield stress is set at 1, and the pre-
stress in the trigger patch is 1.2. The pre-stress outside of the
asperity (i.e σB) is set to 0.3 in all cases. Note all units in this
case are non-dimensional.
Symbol: F rA: 60 rT : 15
σA: 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Symbol: ¨ rT : 16 σA: 0.8
rA: 60 70 80 90
Symbol: ¥ rA: 60 rT : 15
σA: 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.77 0.78 0.789 0.79 0.9 0.95
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Table 2.4: Scaling of the theoretical models. Dx is the arbitrary
discrete step between grid nodes, Λ refers to the resulting radius of
the high-stress asperity and ML is the scaled magnitude from the
simulation outcome. Anti-plane edge, In-plane edge and Center
refer to the position of trigger inside the high-stress asperity (see
figure 2.5 for a definition of the three cases). The background
pre-stress levels were 19.5 MPa and 22.5 MPa for the antiplane
and inplane fault models respectively. In both cases the pre-stress
inside the asperity was set to 28.5 MPa. For the case where the
trigger is located in the centre of the asperity, the background
pre-stress was set to 9 MPa and asperity’s pre-stress was set to
24 MPa. For the hetergeneous pre-stress, the apserity has a stress
of 28.5 MPa , whilst the random pre-stress was spread over a
stress range of 15 - 27 MPa afterwhich the stress distribution was
truncated for stresses greater than 24 MPa. Yield stress is 30
MPa and shear stiffness is 1 GPa for all cases.
Dx (m)
Trigger: 10 20 50
Antiplane
edge
Λ(Km) 0.75-1.10 1.50-2.30 4.10-6.10
ML 1.78-3.07 2.38-3.68 3.18-4-47
Inplane
edge
Λ(Km) 0.75-1.10 1.5-2.30 4.10-6.10
ML 1.94-2.97 2.54-3.57 3.34-4-37
Center
Λ(Km) 1.50-2.25 3.00-4.50 7.50-11.25
ML 1.67-2.70 2.28-3.30 3.07-4-10
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Chapter 3
Kinematic Modelling
3.1 Introduction
Dynamic modelling, discussed in Chapter 2 involves the study of earthquake
rupture based on the stresses, frictional and geometrical properties of the
fault plane, thus providing a complete vision of the physical processes in
the near field. Kinematic modelling on the other hand, provides a simpler
and more efficient method capable of determining radiation at an arbitrary
position for a prescribed history of slip on the fault plane and defined velocity
profile in the surrounding medium. In order to investigate the rupture process
for a given earthquake, broad assumptions are made about the fault (e.g. –
fault size, focal mechanism) and the surrounding media (i.e. seismic velocity
profile).
Generally it is the dislocation theorem or representation theorem that is
used in kinematic modelling. Equation 3.1 is an example of a simplified dis-
location theorem (defined by Madariaga and Olsen [2002]) whereby particle
displacement recorded at time t and location x is:
u(x, t) =
∫ t
0
∫
Sξ
∆u(ξ, τ)G(x− ξ, t− τ)dξdτ (3.1)
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The slip ∆u is a function of space and time on the fault whilst G represents
the Green’s tensor for a ray that departed spatial position ξ on the fault at
time τ and arrived at position x at time t. Sξ defines some surface on the
fault plane. Basically, equation 3.1 highlights ground motions dependence on
both source features and the velocity profile of the media between the fault
and the seismic station.
Normally, in kinematic modelling, the ground motion for a given time and
place is known (i.e. u(x, t)) and so equation 3.1 is inverted and solved for the
slip history (∆u(ξ, τ)). In order to examine variations in slip across the fault,
the fault plane is discretized with slip functions defined for each cell on the
fault plane. The resultant ground motion is then computed and compared
with data recorded at stations in time ( Hartzell and Heaton [1983]) or the
frequency domain ( Cotton and Campillo [1995]). Geodetic data can also
been incorporated into the kinematic inversion REFERENCE thus increasing
accuracy.
Whilst variations in slip amplitude are linear in equation 3.1, rupture
propagation is highly non-linear thus making the inversion problem non-
linear ( Madariaga and Olsen [2002]). Whilst non-linear inversions are now
possible (Emolo and Zollo [2005] and Peyrat and Olsen [2004]) they are
very computer intensive techniques. Other solutions to this problem include
assuming a constant rupture velocity (Hartzell and Heaton [1983]) or through
linearisation of the inverse problem ( Gubbins [2004]). The advantage of such
techniques have over non-linear inversions is that they are computationally
quicker although not as accurate.
In terms of the Green’s function, a simplified velocity profile is generally
assumed and it’s effect is determined using finite difference (Graves [1996],
Graves and Wald [2004]), discrete wave number modelling (Bouchon [1981])
or ray theory (Brokesova [2006]). The technique used varies on whether low
(i.e. finite difference or discrete wave number modelling) or high (ray theory)
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frequency ground motion is of interest.
However in our circumstance we do want to invert specific seismic data for
a prescribed earthquake but rather look at the effect that kinematic param-
eters have on to early magnitude estimation. In particular we are interested
in looking at the relationship between the first few seconds of ground motion
recorded by a group of seismic stations and kinematic features on the fault
plane. As with our dynamic rupture modelling, we need to define an exam-
inable kinematic parameter which is relevant to early magnitude detection.
The concept of isochrones (proposed by Bernard and Madariaga [1984] and
Spudich and Frazer [1984]) provides such a parameter as it links particle
motion at given seismic stations to the kinematics of source process on the
fault. This simplified kinematic model allows us to estimate the far field
motion amplitudes for a large number of simulated sources and random sta-
tion positions. As a consequence, we can investigate the influence kinematic
parameters have on the scaling between far field displacement and source
magnitude by producing synthetic catalogues of simulated events.
3.2 Isochrone Concept
In order to estimate the far-field motion u(xR, t) at receiver R, due to P or
S wave radiation from an extended fault area S, we start from the repre-
sentation theorem for a homogeneous, isotropic medium ( Aki and Richards
[2002], p. 493):
u(xR, t) =
∫∫
S(t)
dx′
µRc
4piρc3r
∆u˙(x′, t− r
c
) (3.2)
(where r = ||x′ − xR|| is the distance between the receiver R located at
xR and the point x
′ on the fault, c is either the P or S wave velocity, ρ is
mass density, µ the shear stiffness, Rc the radiation coefficient and S the
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fault surface). ∆u˙(x′, t − r
c
) is the slip rate at point x′ on the fault for a
retarded time relating to wave propagation from the fault. Such integration
is schematically represented in figure (3.1-b).
If we assume that our receivers are sufficiently far from the source that
the distance r from each point of the surface S does not change significantly
(i.e. Frauenhaufer approximation), and neither does the directive radiation
coefficient Rc (Aki and Richards [2002], p. 493). Under such circumstances,
all constant terms can be extracted from the integral in expression (3.2)
yielding:
u(xR, t) = A
∫∫
S
dx′∆u˙(x′, t− r
c
) (3.3)
where
A =
µRc
4pi ρ c3 r
(3.4)
In practice, the amplitude term A depends on a particular combination
of source-station geometry. However our aim is to reproduce the scaling ob-
served in catalogues used for early-warning estimates where the significant
mean value of A is the peak amplitude in particle motion averaged over a
number of randomly distributed station locations. Therefore we can take the
mean value making the assumption that the variations of A for a given earth-
quake will tend to average out over a randomly distributed station network.
In addition, the PGD catalogues studied by Zollo et al. [2006] are normalised
in order to yield a rescaled amplitude for all stations at a reference distance
r = 10 km from the hypocentre. Thus we may neglect variations due to
attenuation in A for the construction of our simulated catalogue. One con-
sequence of this simplification is that our synthetic data will be subject to
a smaller dispersion of data than that observed in the natural catalogues,
from station to station, while the mean value may be expected to reproduce
a reasonable scaling with earthquake size.
Depending on the assumptions made on the source rise time with respect
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Figure 3.1: The three schematics depict the seismic waves
causality cone (for given wave velocity c, receiver position (xr, zr)
and time tr) and the rupture front (spreading at constant velocity
vr from the hypocentre at the origin). The (x, z) plane represents
the fault surface, while the vertical axis is time (for clarity in this
graphic only, we assume that the receiver is along the fault strike,
i.e., y = 0). The intersection between the two cones represents
the isochrone (used in kinematic models A, B and C) represented
by the saddle-shaped grey curve in (a) (its projection on the x, y
plane is also shown for clarity). In (b) the area of the causality
cone delimited by the isochrone is shaded in grey, and its projec-
tion onto the x, y plane too. The isochrone curve in (a) corre-
sponds to the integration curve I(t) for models A and C, wile the
shaded area in (b) corresponds to the integration area S(t) for
model B. U(xr, zr, tr) is the recorded ground motion at position
at time tr (motion at previous times is schematically represented
as a wiggly curve, whose bottom is located at the time of first
arrival). See text for further details.
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to the rupture duration and the frequency of the seismogram, we shall define
three different models. For simplicity, we shall concentrate on scaling and
neglect complexities in the source by assuming a simple rupture model with
constant rupture velocity and where the slip function is a ramp in time (these
features are those of a classic Haskell fault model, with the exception that
the rupture front is expanding circularly). We also neglect high-frequency
radiation effects that may originate at fault boundaries or due to complexity
in the rupture front advancement, as these are specific to each individual
earthquake source as opposed to the mean value from a catalogue.
3.2.1 Model A: short rise-time and the isochrone
If we make the assumption that rise-time is short (pulse-like model) with
respect to the duration of rupture propagation–therefore all of the slip occurs
at or near the rupture front– the the slip rate may be approximated in terms
of a Dirac function δ(.)and the final slip ∆u, as denoted by:
∆u˙(x′, t) = ∆u(x′) δ(t− tr(x′)) (3.5)
where tr the rupture time at point x
′ (this model corresponds to the schematic
representation of figure 3.1-a). In such case, Bernard and Madariaga [1984]
and Spudich and Frazer [1984], proposed that equation 3.2 be simplified into
the line integral
u(x, t) =
∫
I(t)
dx′
µRc
4pi ρ c3 r
∆u(x′) (3.6)
along the contour I(t), or isochrone, defined as the group of points on a
fault whose radiation arrives simultaneously at a given seismic station (see
figure 3.1 for a geometrical interpretation of the isochrone). On the fault the
radiation produced by the rupture front is differentially delayed during wave
propagation depending on the rupture fronts position relative to the seismic
station. Therefore the radiated energy that arrives at a station for a given
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time does not necessarily represent an instantaneous snap shot of the rupture
front on the fault for a universal rupture time. Instead it represents varying
amounts of the rupture history depending on station location relative to the
fault plane and hypocentre. The computation of I(t) is briefly recalled in
appendix 3.A.1.
Upon making the assumption of equation. (3.3) (i.e the attenuation and
radiation terms are averaged-out for a large number of station and that
source-receiver distance is normalised), we obtain:
u(x, t) = A
∫
I(t)
∆u dx′ (3.7)
If we neglect inhomogeneities over the fault we may assume constant ∆u
across a fault plane but whose value is dependent on the fault dimensions (a
feature we shall discuss in more detail later on). Our first catalogue shall be
based on model A, i.e., where far-field motion depends merely on isochrone
length I(t) as in equation (3.7) and figure (3.1-a), scaled by the mean slip
∆u.
3.2.2 Model B: long rise-time
If the rise-time is not short with respect to the duration of rupture propaga-
tion (i.e., crack-like model), the integration of equation 3.2 cannot be reduced
to the contour of fracture front, but covers the whole actively slipping area
instead (as schematically illustrated in figure 3.1-b).
The most simple slip representation is a ramp function (Haskell fault),
where slip-rate, assuming fracture continues to grow (i.e. we are assuming
there is no healing pulse), may be described by
∆u˙(x′, t) = ∆u˙(x′)H(t− tr(x′)) (3.8)
where H(.) is the Heaviside function. Upon substituting equations (3.8) and
(3.4) into the representation theorem (equation. 3.2) we obtain the far field
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radiation in the form of the surface integral:
u(x, t) = A
∫∫
S(t)
∆u˙(x′) dx′, (3.9)
where S(t) is the fault area delimited by the isochrone I(t).
3.2.3 Model C: short period
Our third and final model assumes that the fracture is crack-like as in model
B (long rise-time) but that the period of observation (i.e. passing band of
the seismogram) is short with respect to rise-time. If we assume a simple
slip such as a ramp function or a Kostrov function (Kostrov [1964]), high-
frequency far-field radiation will originate mainly from the fracture front (and
eventually a later healing front or complexity in slip time-history which we
do not consider here). Moreover, it can be shown that the far field, high-
frequency amplitude does not scale with final slip but with slip-rate alone
(see appendix 3.A.2). In such a case we obtain an integral contour similar
to model A but where the scaling with final slip is replaced by scaling with
slip-rate:
u(x, t) = A
∫
I(t)
∆u˙ dx′ (3.10)
We note here that under the standard assumption that the stress drop does
not depend on the earthquake size, the slip rate ∆u˙, does not scale with
earthquake magnitude. In model A, the dependence of far-field amplitude
with earthquake size is imposed a priori through the scaling with final slip
∆u –a somewhat arbitrary feature in the initial phases of rupture– . Such a
spurious scaling, which may alter the results of model A, is avoided in both
models C and B.
In early magnitude estimation recorded ground motion is initially band-
pass filtered removing both very high and low frequencies. This would imply
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that early magnitude estimation techniques are measuring neither the rup-
ture front (high frequency) nor the total slip on the fault (i.e. low frequency)
but rather the slip that occurs just behind the rupture front over a short-
ened time. This idea is depicted in figures 3.2 and 3.3, which highlights the
different parts of the slip function that radiate energy in different frequency
bands.
In figure (3.1-a), the isochrone contour co¨ıncides with the contour inte-
gral in both models A and C, where it is assumed that the major radiation
originates at the rupture front. However, model B integrates the radiation
from the whole area inside the isochrone, as represented by the grey surface
in figure (3.1b). Thus the grey contour in (3.1-a) contributes to displace-
ment U(xr, zr, tr) for models A and C, while the grey shaded area in (3.1-b)
contributes to U(xr, zr, tr) for model B.
It should be noted that in our isochrone modelling the definition of slip
arrest varies between the three models. In the case of models A and C, when
a part of the isochrone touches a side of the fault boundary and stops, it
equates to switching off slip on this section of the isochrone, since radiation
exclusively comes from the propagating rupture front. In the case of model B,
where we are assuming a crack model, slip is integrated over the area inside
the isochrone even if some part of the front has reached a fault boundary.
In terms of comparing models A, B and C with natural earthquakes, models
A and C may slightly underestimate ground motion owing to the severity of
the arrest condition. Model B on the other hand may overestimate ground
motion owing to the lack of representation of stopping phases.
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Figure 3.2: This figure highlights the effect that filtering has
on information provided by the source. Graph A defines a simple
source time function whose slip rate is defined in relation to time.
The duration of the function is one second, however, the image of
the source time recorded at a seismic station maybe distorted de-
pending on the relative position of the receiver with respect to the
fracture propagation direction due to the Doppler effect.Graphs
B, C and D are bandpass filtered version of graph A whereby the
frequency range was set at 0-1Hz, 1-5Hz and 5-15Hz respectively.
Comparing the four graphs we can see that at low frequencies the
broad shape of the source time function radiates energy however
for higher frequencies the parts of the source time function that
is radiating energy moves to the function’s edges. It should be
noted that the slip rate has not been given any units in this figure
as it is a general representation of slip on a fault plane.
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Figure 3.3: Whilst, figure 3.2 depicted the radiation emitted by
one point on a fault, this graphic highlights the affect bandpass
filtering has on radiated energy from rupturing earthquake. The
grey area denotes the section of the fault whose seismic radiation
dominates far field particle motion for a rough frequency range.
Going from (a) to (c) the area of the fault radiating energy de-
creases from the total slipping area at low frequencies to just the
rupture front at high frequencies. Given that most early warning
techniques apply a bandpass filter, it is possible that the case (b)
is what is being measuring - i.e. surface area of the rupturing area
as well as a small section of the slipping area.
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3.3 Some interesting features of isochrone-
based models
The difference between the rupture fronts position and the isochrones po-
sition after a set period of time has been highlighted in figure 3.4. The
black dot representing the hypocentre acts like a focus of an ellipse for the
black line which is the isochrone representing a period of two seconds on
the seismogram (the station is 10kms away with an azimuth of 70o). The
dashed lines depicts the position of the rupture front from 1 to 4 seconds
after the initiation of rupture for a circular rupture front with a constant
rupture velocity. In figure 3.4 we can see that the isochrone covers over 4
seconds of rupture history in the direction of the receiver. The amount of
rupture history enclosed in the isochrone will depend on station-hypocentre
position, rupture velocity, and the seismic wave velocity. As stations are al-
ways positioned above hypocentres particle motion naturally contain a more
complete rupture history about the area above the hypocentre. From figure
3.4 we see that information on rupture below the hypocentre takes longer to
reach seismographs and would therefore be less significant in early warning
estimation.
Figure 3.5 is an example of the evolution of the isochrone length for a
station 30km from the hypocentre with an azimuth of 45o. As our square
fault occupies a 10km x 10km area this would be equivalent to a magnitude
5 - 6.5 earthquake (depending on the average stress drop). The rupture
velocity is set at 2.5km/s while the wave velocity is 4km/s in the media
surrounding the fault. The top right and top middle graphic depict the
isochrone length and the percentage of the total area of the fault covered
respectively. Interestingly we see that by 3 seconds the isochrone has covered
over 80% of our fault. Peaks in isochrone length (which are proportional to
peak far field displacement) occur just before the isochrone interacts with
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Figure 3.4: An example of an isochrone projection on a fault
plane. The black line denotes a s-wave isochrone of 2 seconds
duration for a station 10kms away with an azimuth of 70 degrees.
The dashed lines give the position of a circular rupture front with
a constant rupture velocity of 2.1km/s for 1, 2, 3 and 4 seconds.
The s-wave velocity in the medium was set at 2.6km/s. It should
be noted that the area encompassed by the 2 second isochrone is
much larger than that of the equivalent 2 seconds covered by the
rupture front. While such a large discrepancy is not as pronounced
for p-waves. In general an isochrone is at least equal to or bigger
than the equivalent rupture front .
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the fault barrier (graphics a,b,c in figure 3.5 are snap shots of the isochrone
on the fault plane when these peaks occur). The first and largest peak in the
isochrone length occurs when the isochrone encounter its first barrier which
is 1 second after the first arrival of the seismic wave at the receiver.
It is these peak isochrone lengths and the area that they encompass that
we shall focus our study on. We have shown the isochrone length and area
is proportional to far field displacement, and, by means of our kinematic
modes (A, B and C) we can create a parameter that is similar to far field
peak displacement. In particular, we are interested in seeing whether this
theoretical peak displacement scales with the earthquakes magnitude and at
what time period after the initial p-/s-wave arrival.
As the linear magnitude scale that Zollo et al. [2006] and Wu and Zhao
[2006] observed was for an average peak displacement for a variety of stations
for each magnitude bin we too shall try and mimic their results. Taking mul-
tiple stations we compute our simplified peak ground displacement for each
station for time periods of 1, 2, 3, and 4 seconds after the p-/s-wave arrival.
The magnitude of the earthquake that our seismic stations are measuring is
determined by the fault size. The specific details of this kinematic model are
discussed in detail in the next section.
3.4 Scaling slip, fault dimension and magni-
tude
To create a catalogue of varying magnitude we shall create a variety of faults
whose dimensions shall scale with magnitude. By making the assumption
slip ∆u scales with fault length ( Scholz [1982]):
∆u =
C∆σ
µ
L (3.11)
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Figure 3.5: This highlights the evolution of the isochrone length
and area over time for a given station. The top left diagram is a
planar view of the strike of the fault (solid black line), with the
black dot denoting the earthquakes epicentre and the triangle the
station location. The top centre graphic denotes the percentage
of the fault covered by isochrone with time (which is equivalent
to model B), while the top right graph shows the evolution of the
isochrones surface length with time (which is similar to models A
and C). The pictures on the bottom tier show the isochrone on
the fault for peak isochrone surface lengths (which are denoted
by stars in the top right graph).
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where L is fault length, ∆σ is the stress drop (set to 1.5MPa for all our
earthquake models) and C is a dimensionless factor of the order of 1 which
relates to fault geometry. Taking the standard definition for the moment,
Mo = µSf∆u, where Sf is the area of the fault, the length can now be
written in terms of the seismic moment:
L =
3
√
Mo
∆σ
(3.12)
In this case we have assumed our fault is square in shape and thus Sf = L
2.
This shall be one of the fault models that we shall use and shall be referred
to as the Square Fault Model.
The second fault shape changes from a square to a rectangle in an effort
to mimic the thickness of the seismogenic layer. For this reason the fault
shall be square for small moments, however on reaching the bottom of a
predefined seismogenic layer the fault width becomes constrained and so the
fault can only expand laterally for large events. Consequently equation 3.12
is re-written for what shall be termed the Rectangular Fault Model:
L =

3
√
Mo
∆σ
L < W√
Mo
W∆σ
L ≥ W
(3.13)
For all rectangular fault models, W is assimilated to a seismogenic thick-
ness of 15km which corresponds to a magnitude 6.3 in our catalogue. Finally,
in order to present our catalogues in terms of magnitude, we use the estab-
lished definition of magnitude-moment Hanks and Kanamori [1979] to define
a magnitude Mw in terms of Mo:
Mw =
2
3
(log10Mo − 9.1) (3.14)
We can now define our fault dimensions for our two different fault types
(i.e. Square and Rectangle) in terms of a range of magnitudes using equations
3.14,3.13 and 3.12 thus allowing us to construct a catalogue.
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In the case of Model A (i.e. short rise time isochrone model) equation
3.11 shall be used for the mean slip in equation 3.7’s calculation of the ground
displacement.
3.5 Simulated peak ground motion cata-
logues
Each catalogue consists of a number of earthquakes over a magnitude range
of 4 to 7.6. In the catalogue, the earthquakes increase in size by 0.3 Mw with
a number of earthquakes making up each bin (i.e. 8 events per bin for 4 -
6.4Mw and 4 events per bin for 6.7 - 7.6Mw).
For all fault shapes and sizes the dip and strike is set to 90 degrees. The
hypocentre is constrained to depths of 10kms or more. For this to happen
small earthquakes whose width is less than 10km’s are forced to occur at
depths such that the bottom of the fault is always below 10kms. The location
of the hypocentre is randomly distributed inside of the fault.
Station locations are also randomly distributed over a predefined area
(which is dependant on the size of the fault). For square shaped faults
seismic stations are distributed inside a circular area centred on the centre
of the fault with a radius of 50km. The exception to this distribution is
for rectangular faults (which range in size from 6.7 Mw to 7.6 Mw). In this
scenario random station distribution is contained inside a rectangular area
whose boundary is related to that of the faults length (see figure 3.6).
Due to the simplistic nature of the model, the velocity of seismic waves
from the fault to the station (i.e. the seismic velocity) is homogeneous. Two
different velocity models were used as detailed in table 3.2, in both cases the
s-wave velocity and rupture velocity were proportional to the p-wave velocity.
For the s-wave the media was assumed to be Poissonian (i.e. vs =
vp√
3
) while
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50km
10km
10km
25km
40km
Figure 3.6: This is a planar of view of the two types of sta-
tion distributions used for isochrone model. Triangles denote ran-
domly distributed seismic stations. The solid black line represents
the strike of the fault, while the dashed line denotes the maximum
extent for a seismic station to be located. Distribution (a) was
used for all square models whereby the maximum extent of sta-
tion locations is 50km from the centre of the fault. Distribution
(b) was used for rectangular fault models whereby the size of the
rectangle is a function of the faults width.
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the rupture velocity is slightly slower than the Raleigh wave velocity (i.e.
vr = 0.8vs).
In order to calculate the peak ground displacement the average wave
propagation constant, A, found in equations 3.7, 3.9 and 3.10 needs to be
evaluated. As our wave velocity varies between 5.5 to 2.6km/s we shall take
an average value of 4.05km/s with the medium having a shear modulus of
µ = 30GPa and a density of ρ = 3, 300kg/m3. The radiation coefficient shall
be assumed to be approximately Rc ≈ 1 and by taking an equivalent source
- receiver distance as that used by Zollo et al. [2006] we set r = 10km. This
means that A is of the order of 10−9m−2s−1 for all model cases.
The ground displacement shall be calculated for Model A using the mean
slip as defined by equation 3.11 whereby C is assumed to equal 1. In the case
of models B and C we need to calculate the slip rate. By taking the average
slip rate on the fault we can say that ∆u˙(x′) = ∆u˙ in equations 3.9 and 3.10.
Using the asymptotic slip rate for the Kostrov crack ( Kostrov [1964]), and
assuming that the rupture velocity is close to the shear wave velocity we can
obtain an approximate scaling of the slip rate:
∆u˙ =
2β
µ
∆σ (3.15)
where β is the s-wave velocity, µ is the shear modulus and ∆σ is the stress
drop. In the case of our models, equation 3.15 becomes 0.318 m/s when
the s-wave is 3.18km/s and 0.26m/s when it is 2.6km/s. Since slip rate ∆u˙
does not depend on fault dimensions, models B and C have the advantage
of avoiding the bias of magnitude-based slip dependence built into model A.
Given the units used in definition values for variables all catalogues the PGD
estimates shall be calculated in meters.
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3.6 Kinematic Results
For all results (i.e. figures 3.7, 3.8, and 3.11) the base 10 logarithm of the
peak ground displacement (PGD) is plotted for each station as grey triangles.
The average value for each magnitude bin is represented by black boxes. The
dashed black line denotes a linear best fit over a defined magnitude range
and the black lines either side of it depict 95% confidence interval of our best
fit curve to the data at each magnitude bin. Our analysis of the kinematic
results has been divided by fault type - i.e square and rectangular faults. The
results discussed and viewed in figures 3.7, 3.8, and 3.11 are based on p-wave
velocity profile of 4.5km/s although the same general trends apply for both
velocity models (i.e. vp = 5.5km) as well as for s-wave velocities.
In all our kinematic models (i.e. square and rectangular fault shapes,
and kinematic models A, B and C) we do see a general trend of magnitude
scaling with PGD. The magnitude range of the scaling is dependent on the
kinematic model type (figure 3.7) and the observational time window (figure
3.8). The slope of the best fit lines which range between 0.46 and 0.93 in our
synthetic catalogue (table 3.4) is in a similar range to that produced by the
observational catalogues which used PGD (i.e. 0.51 to 0.81 – see table 1.2). In
relation to the amplitude produced by our kinematic models, Model A gives
the smallest amplitude, this is to be expected as it only accounts for slip near
the rupture front. Model C’s amplitude range is between Model’s A and B
as it corresponds to particle displacement that has been band passed. Model
B produces the biggest amplitudes as it represents low frequency particle
motion (due to a slip-rate over the whole slipping area on the fault plane)
for a crack-like model. Model B’s amplitude range is nearest to that seen in
Zollo et al. [2006] catalogue. It should be noted, however, that Model’s B and
C used the asymptotic slip rate which is the slip rate far from the rupture
front and therefore lower than the average value, thus making the PGD
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Figure 3.7: Comparing how PGD scales over a magnitude range
of 4 to 7.6 for two different fault shapes (i.e. square and rect-
angle) and three different kinematic model types. Grey triangles
represent the PGD at individual stations, whilst the black boxes
represent the average PGD values. The black dotted line denotes
the linear best fit line, when such a feature is present. The black
solid lines denote the 95% confidence values of the best fit lines.
This format is maintained for all synthetic catalogues.
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smaller than what would be observed in reality. In figure 3.7 the difference
in magnitude scaling between a depth constrained fault shape (i.e. rectangle
model) and a freely expanding one (square model) is not significant in terms
of the magnitude scaling range.
In terms of magnitude scaling in relation to our three kinematic models
the range over which the scaling extends varies for the different models. In
figure 3.7 we see that the for model A PGD practically scales over the whole
magnitude range while models B and C saturate between 5.8-6.4Mw (see
figures 3.9 and 3.10 for particular comparisons between models B and C
with Zollo et al. [2007] catalogues, see also table 3.4). The saturation of the
PGD scaling is a new feature that is seen in some catalogues ( Wu et al.
[2006], Rydelek et al. [2007], Zollo et al. [2007]) but is not present in all
catalogues (Zollo et al. [2006]). The large scaling range seen for model A can
be accredited to the a priori assumption we make on the scaling of slip with
fault size. The saturation that we see for models B and C in figure 3.7 is a
common feature of these models.
In the interest of clarity we shall focus on looking at one fault shape and
one kinematic model. More examples of catalogues using both fault types and
kinematic models have been placed in the appendix 3.A.5. We have chosen
the square fault shape, although there were not much difference between the
catalogues created using the two different fault shapes.
Model C was chosen from our three kinematic models as we feel this kine-
matic model best portrays what is being seen in the observational catalogues.
Model A was discounted as it is assumes that final slip is reached almost in-
stantly, thus introducing a bias and forcing a scaling with magnitude through
slip scaling. We deem this to be unrealistic. Models B and C do not contain
this scaling bias, but still show scaling over a more limited magnitude range
(figure 3.7) as was previously discussed. Model B assumes that the whole
rupture area remains active meaning that the period of observation at each
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Figure 3.8: Evolution of the scaling between Peak Ground Dis-
placement and Magnitude for ground motion recorded over 1,2,3
and 4 seconds at a variety of randomly distributed stations. In
this case the fault is square in shape and the peak ground dis-
placement relates to the p-wave which has a velocity of 4.5km/s.
As can be seen the point of saturation migrates to high magni-
tudes as the amount of time given to recording the ground motion
increases.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison between synthetic (using model B) and
observational catalogue (observational catalogue has been taken
from Zollo et al. [2007]). Grey and black symbols and lines are
observational values whilst the overlaid red and pink are the syn-
thetic results. The top and bottom graphs refer to the PGD
recorded in the first 2s and 4s respectively. It should be noted
that whilst the best fit slope of the synthetic dataset is true to its
original form, a shift has been applied to overall amplitudes of the
synthetic dataset so that both datasets can be viewed relative to
each other. Such a correction is equivalent to varying the average
attenuation value. In comparing the two datasets we see that the
slopes of the best fit lines match well, whilst magnitude satura-
tion occurs earlier in synthetic catalogue than in the observational
one. The observational catalogues is based on earthquakes from
K-Net and Kik-Net arrays in Japan.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison between synthetic (using model C)
and observational catalogue (observational catalogue has been
taken from Zollo et al. [2007]). Grey and black symbols and lines
are observational values whilst the overlaid red and pink are the
synthetic results. The top and bottom graphs refer to the PGD
recorded in the first 2s and 4s respectively. It should be noted
that whilst the best fit slope of the synthetic dataset is true to
its original form, a shift has been applied to overall amplitudes
of the synthetic dataset so that both datasets can be viewed rel-
ative to each other. Such a correction is equivalent to varying
the average attenuation value. In comparing the two datasets we
see that the slopes of the best fit lines are quiet different, whilst
magnitude saturation occurs at the same magnitude seen obser-
vationally.The observational catalogues is based on earthquakes
from K-Net and Kik-Net arrays in Japan
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of the scaling of Peak Ground Dis-
placement with magnitude between P- and S-wave catalogues at
one and two seconds for a square fault. The p-wave velocity of
the medium is 4.5 km/s while the s-wave is 2.6 km/s. The p-wave
catalogues saturate earlier than that of the s-waves dues to the
relative sizes of the isochrone. The difference in the point of satu-
ration between the two wave types decreases with increasing time
period. This is due to the fact that the size of the fault increases
logarithmically while the difference between the two isochrone
types is constant.
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station is of a similar period or longer than the rupture duration. This is
more suited to describing scaling seen in smaller earthquakes but would not
be as valid for large earthquakes who have large rise times. Model C, how-
ever, assumes that the effective radiation originates mainly from the rupture
front (i.e. the period of observation is short with respect to the rise time)
with no limitations on rupture size. Given that the time window of EW
assessment using PGD is limited, the period of observation is also inherently
limited. As a consequence the assumptions that we made for Model C may
be the most adaptable to the kinematic origins of the scaling we see in the
observational catalogues. It is for this reason that we believe that Model C
is most realistic kinematic model in relation to EW.
Turning to the evolution of our magnitude scaling with an increasing
observation time window we see that the magnitude at which our scaling
saturates generally increases too (tables 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6).
Figure 3.8 highlights this evolution for model C using a square fault. The
increasing of the magnitude scaling in figure 3.8 can be explained in terms of
the position of the rupture front in relation to the observational time window
at a far field seismic station.
For small earthquakes the fault size is small and the isochrone covers
the total area relatively quickly. Take the example in figure 3.5 where the
isochrone had covered over 80% of a Mw5 − 6 fault in 3 seconds. This
means that our peak displacement for small earthquakes is governed by the
faults boundary interaction with an isochrone as this controls the maximum
isochrone length and area.
When we move to bigger earthquakes the size of the fault is so large that
the isochrone does not touch any of the fault edges in the given time period.
This means that the maximum isochrone size is no longer determined by
the fault edges but by the time period over which the peak displacement
is measured and thus we see a break in our magnitude scaling. As the
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Figure 3.12: In this schematic we view the same isochrone (i.e.
the isochrone size remains constant) whilst the fault size (i.e. mag-
nitude increases). Going from left to right, we see that at low mag-
nitudes, when the fault size is small the isochrone is constrained
in size by the boundary of the fault. As fault size increases this
isochrone-fault interaction decreases as the isochrone size is pri-
marily constrained by the observation time at the station which
remains constant. Therefore for very large earthquakes the PGD
is grows with increasing isochrone size (i.e. observation window)
whilst for smaller earthquakes PGD is determined by the interac-
tion of the isochrone with the fault boundary.
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observational time window is increased, the isochrone has a higher probability
of reaching its maximum size through fault interaction. This is seen in figure
3.8 where as the time window for observing the peak displacement increases,
so too does the magnitude over which a linear scaling can be applied. Indeed
the average peak displacements in the saturated magnitude range can be seen
to rise as the observation window increases from 1 to 4 seconds.
While the scaling range increases dramatically between 1 and 2 seconds it
slows down after this due to the fact that while the isochrones are increasing
in size linearly, the fault sizes are growing logarithmically.
3.6.1 P-wave Vs S-wave Catalogues
This difference is also evident when we compare p- and s-wave results in fig-
ure 3.11 and table 3.6. As s-waves have a slower velocity than p-waves their
isochrones are larger for the equivalent time window (see equation 3.29).
Therefore for small observational windows (i.e. 1 and 2 seconds) the magni-
tude scaling extends over a larger range for s-waves than p-waves. However,
for larger time windows (i.e. 3 and 4 seconds) the magnitude scaling range
becomes comparable between the p- and s-wave catalogues (see figures 3.13
and 3.22) as the difference between the two types of isochrones become small
compared to the fault size.
The difference in the average PGD between the two waves types is more
pronounced at low frequencies than at intermediate ones (see figures 3.13
and 3.22 which is in the appendices). This is due to the relative difference
in rupturing fault area (model B) covered by the two wave types which is
greater than the difference in circumferential distance (model C).
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Figure 3.13: For this figure the squares denote the average PGD
(i.e. the same values denoted by black squares in earlier plots).
Dashed lines are linear best fit lines for the two datasets. Black
denotes p-wave values and red s-wave. From the four graphs we
can see that s-waves produce larger PGD due to the fact that they
cover a larger area of the fault plane. This difference in isochrone
size between the two wave types means that the magnitude scaling
using s-wave PGD has a slightly larger magnitude range than p-
wave PGD. Model C is the kinematic model used for these graphs.
P-wave velocity is set at 4.5km/s while the S-wave velocity is
2.6km/s.
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3.6.2 Square Vs Rectangular Fault Geometries
In figure 3.14 (and figure 3.21 in the appendices) the difference in the average
PGD between square and rectangular faults is highlighted. In figure 3.14 we
see that there is a small difference between average PGD between the two
fault shapes. This is only apparent at large magnitudes affecting magnitude
scaling ranges for observation window of 3 and 4 seconds. This difference in
magnitude scaling range between the two fault shapes is quiet small – 0.3Mw.
The difference would probably be a lot more pronounced if the constraining
seismogenic depth had been shallower. In figure 3.21 the difference in average
PGD between fault shapes using kinematic model B is much smaller than
that seen using model C (figure 3.14). This can be attributed to the fact that
model B includes the fault boundary in its calculation of the ground motion
whilst model C discounts fault boundary contributions thus making it more
sensitive to the faults shape.
3.7 Model Limitations
It should be noted that a constant rupture velocity was used, if the rupture
velocity was faster our scaling may extend over a larger magnitude range –
this would definitely be true for observations over one minute but at 3 and
4 seconds this may not be the case (as the jump in fault area could prove to
be too large).
By using a homogeneous velocity profile around the fault we have simpli-
fied the influence of off fault features. The addition of a more heterogeneous
velocity profile should add more scatter to individual data points in our syn-
thetic catalogues (as seen in actual observations). However the underlying
general scaling relationship which is based on the average PGD should still
persist.
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Figure 3.14: This figure depicts the difference between the av-
erage peak displacement between square and rectangular faults
using Model C for observational time windows of 1 to 4 seconds.
P-wave velocity is set at 5.5km/s. Black and red box symbols
depict the average PGD for rectangular and square fault types.
Black and red dashed lines denote best fit line for magnitude scal-
ing for rectangular and square faults respectively
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Finally, another simplification taken was to keep the dip of the fault
set at 900 in all simulations. A dipping fault plane shall produce a different
isochrone to that on a perpendicular fault with the isochrone being elongated
for stations on the down dip side of the fault and smaller on the up dip side.
This feature becomes more pronounced with the increase in dip. Again the
addition of such a feature in our synthetic catalogues shall an some more
scatter to individual data points. Fortunately, the average PGD should be
greatly effected as increases in PGD seen on the down-dip side of the fault
shall be balanced with decreases observed by stations on the up dip side.
3.8 Kinematic Discussion
3.8.1 Applying early magnitude estimation to very
large events
As we have already noted in figure 3.8, the point at which magnitude scaling
breaks down increases with increasing time window. The saturation magni-
tude for scaling increases with increasing time window. However the rate of
increase is not constant: it grows slower as magnitude increases. This is due
to the difference in increasing isochrone size – which is linear, with magni-
tude –which is logarithmic. As has been previously discussed, an isochrone’s
interaction with the fault’s boundaries defines the PGD that scales with final
magnitude. Due to the difference in the evolution of fault and isochrone size,
at very large magnitudes (i.e. Mw > 7) large amounts of time are required
in order to get an isochrone interaction with the fault boundary. Figures
3.15 and 3.16 highlights this problem, whereby for one seismic station the
maximum isochrone size for a given time period is compared with properties
of the fault size (i.e. its’ perimeter – figure 3.15 and area – figure 3.16). The
dots in figures 3.15 and 3.16 denote the observational time required for an
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isochrone to grow to a dimension comparable to that of the final rupture size.
In the case of model C, the PGD usually occurs before this, therefore the
time estimates should be viewed as being conservative in relation to the syn-
thetic catalogues of model C (i.e. PGD covers a much larger magnitude range
than that actually depicted in figures 3.15). This is not the case in figure
3.16 were PGD is obtained when the isochrone’s area is comparable to that
of the faults. For small magnitudes (i.e. Mw < 5.5) an observational time
window of one second is adequate for obtaining a PGD that scales with the
earthquakes magnitude. However for very large earthquakes (i.e. Mw > 7)
the amount of time required to get an isochrone whose size is comparable
to that of the faults grows exponentially. Whilst figures 3.15 and 3.16 are
only one example for one station, only super-shear rupture velocity offers
the possibility of generating PGD’s in the first few seconds after the initial
p- or s-wave arrival that scale with final magnitude size. This is assuming
that PGD scaling with magnitude is due only to kinematic effects. This
difference in the rate of increase of isochrone size versus fault size may also
explain why we don’t observe large differences between p- and s-wave cata-
logues. Similarly for p- and s-wave catalogues, the difference in size between
the two types of isochrones is only observable for a small magnitude range
(for e.g. ≈ 1M for an observation window of 1 sec – see figure 3.13).
3.8.2 Source Frequency Spectra
Isochrone back-projection offers one kinematic method of examining the re-
lationship between PGD and magnitude. An alternative method can be
outlined based on the source. Several authors, starting with Aki [1967] and
Geller [1976] proposed a theoretical fit of the frequency spectra of earth-
quakes based on kinematic source functions, which we shall now examine in
the context of PGD magnitude estimation.
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Figure 3.15: Highlighting the difference between the rate of in-
crease in PGD with time for model C and the rate of increase of
fault size. The black line represents the increasing fault perimeter
with magnitude. The blue dots denote the time need after the s-
arrival for an isochrone size to equal that of the faults perimeter
for one station. As PGD usually occurs before this, the time es-
timates should be viewed as being conservative (i.e. PGD covers
a much larger magnitude range). However, the important fea-
ture of this graph is rate at which the observational time window
increases with increasing magnitude. Parameters used are as fol-
lows: fault size is determined as stated in section 3.4 with station
located at an azimuth of 700 and a distance of 10km, with an
s-wave velocity of 2.6km/s and vr=2.1km/s
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Figure 3.16: Highlighting the difference between the rate of in-
crease in PGD with time for model B and the rate of increase of
fault size. The black line represents the increasing fault area with
magnitude. The blue dots denote the time need after the s-arrival
for an isochrone size to equal that of the faults perimeter for one
station. In the case of model B, PGD occurs at the same instant
that the isochrone size is equivalent to that of faults therefore the
times denoted in the graph are similar to those seen in synthetic
catalogues. Again, the important feature of this graph is rate
at which the observational time window increases with increasing
magnitude. Parameters used are as follows: fault size is deter-
mined as stated in section 3.4 with station located at an azimuth
of 700 and a distance of 10km, with an s-wave velocity of 2.6km/s
and vr=2.1km/s
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Amplitude spectrum at low and high frequency
In figures 3.7, 3.8 and 3.11 the equation of the best fit line for magnitude
scaling is defined as:
log10 |D| = m log10(Mo) + c
where D is amplitude of motion and we have assumed that Mo ≈ Mw. m
is the slope of the best fit line used in the scaling and c is the y-intercept
constant.
In agreement with Stein and Wysession [2003], we may assume a sim-
ple Haskell fault model and approximate the amplitude spectrum in three
different frequency domains as:
log(|D(ω)|) ≈

log10(Mo) ω <
2
TR
log10(
2Mo
ωTR
) 2
TR
< ω < 2
TD
log10(
4Mo
TD TR ω2
) ω > 2
TD
(3.16)
In equation 3.16, Mo is the moment, ω is the frequency TR is the apparent
rupture duration and TD is the rise time of where TR > TD. The rupture
time for a boxcar time function is defined as: TR =
2L
vr
− 2L cos(θ)
c
where L
is the radius of the fault, c is the wave velocity, vr is the rupture velocity
and θ is the station-hypocentre azimuth. We shall simplify this expression
by assuming θ = 900 hence:
TR =
2L
vr
(3.17)
whilst the rise time can be defined as
TD =
µ∆u
β∆σ
(3.18)
where µ is the shear modulus, ∆σ is the stress drop, ∆u is the average slip on
the fault, and β is the shear wave velocity. We shall now rewrite the rupture
time and the rise time in terms of the moment.
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According to the usual scaling, we can relate average slip to stress drop
and seismic moment to average slip as:
∆u = αa
∆σ
µ
L (3.19)
Mo = µ∆uαb L
2 (3.20)
L is a characteristic fault dimension, αb L
2 is fault area. αa, αb are dimen-
sionless constants close to 1, depending on fault geometry.
Combining equations (3.17-3.20) and assuming for simplicity αa = αb = 1,
we obtain after some algebra:
TR =
2
vR
(
Mo
∆σ
)1/3 (3.21)
TD =
1
β
(
Mo
∆σ
)1/3 (3.22)
which in turn can be substitute into equation 3.16 and rearranged as follows:
log(|D(ω, )|) ≈

log10(Mo) ω <
2
TR
2/3 log10(Mo) + log10(c1)
2
TR
< ω < 2
TD
1/3 log10(Mo) + log10(c2) ω >
2
TD
(3.23)
where c1 and c2 are defined as:
c1 =
vR
ω
∆σ1/3 (3.24)
c2 =
2 vR β
ω2
∆σ2/3 (3.25)
Equation 3.23 proves that magnitude scaling slope seen in figures 3.7,3.8
and 3.11 is dependent on the frequency signal whereby the slope decreases
from 1 to 2/3 and finally 1/3 as the frequency increases relative to the corner
frequencies.
Equation 3.24 and 3.25 define the y-intercept values for the scaling lines
which occurs at Mo = 1. Inputting the same values used for table 3.4 from
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our kinematic modelling (i.e. µ = 30GPA,∆σ =1.5MPa, vR = 2.1km/s and
β = 2.6km/s), taking ω = 1 in c1 and ω = 10 in c2 and finally multiplying
both constants by the average attenuation factor (A = 10−9) gives:
log10(c1A) = −6.46
log10(c2A) = −6.15
In comparing this result with table 3.4 we see that both y-intercept value are
similar to that seen for the best fit lines in our kinematic models (especially
in the case of Model B).
Finally, equation 3.23 refers to particular frequencies relative a generic
corner frequency. If however one was to take a frequency between 0.1-1Hz
one would expect to cross the corner frequency as the magnitude increased
from 1-8Mw (Aki [1967]). In this case one would expect to see a change in the
linear scaling slope as magnitude increases, assuming that no saturation has
occurred. Whilst the slope shall decrease with increasing magnitude, so too
does the y-intercept values (see figure 3.17) whereby setting the observation
frequency at ω = 1:
log10(A) = −9
log10(c1A) = −6.46
log10(c2A) = −4.15
However, the presence of the intermediate curve is heavily dependent on the
difference between the rise-time and rupture duration, features that are often
difficult to distinguish. Taking for example the variables used in the isochrone
models defined earlier in this chapter (i.e. ∆σ = 1.5MPa, vr = 2.5km/s and
β = 3.18km/s) the moment-magnitude equation (i.e. equation 3.14) can be
substituted into equations 3.21 and 3.22 to give the magnitude at which the
linear scaling changes slope. Therefore assuming that the stress drop and
rupture velocity are the same for all earthquakes in our catalogue we find
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that the first change in linear trend (i.e. going from a slope of 1 to 2
3
) occurs
at a magnitude of 4.8M whilst the second change of slope (i.e. from a slope
of 2
3
to 1
3
) occurs at 5.06M .
On re-examination of the observational catalogues, it is indeed clear that,
where most authors have chosen a straight line to represent PGD scaling, a
kinked line may also be fitted. The exception to this is Rydelek et al. [2007]
whose best fit scaling lines had slopes of 0.93 and 1.06, very similar to those
predicted by equation 3.23. Indeed it is possible that Rydelek et al. [2007]
underestimated the extent of the magnitude scaling range by discounting
linear features after the change in slope. Figure 3.18 highlights this observed
kink in catalogues using Zollo et al. [2007] observational catalogue. Whilst
the intermediate slope is not visible due to its small magnitude range, the
kink in slope occurs between 5.2− 5.5M which is surprisingly similar to our
crude estimate in the last paragraph.
Additionally, the magnitude at which this kink in slope occurs in figure
3.18 can be used to estimate the dominant observational frequency range us-
ing equations 3.14, 3.21 and 3.22 (a frequency range is taken as the as only one
change in slope is clearly visible). Therefore by assuming this kink occurs at
a magnitude of 5.3M and using the same kinematic values defined earlier (i.e.
∆σ = 1.5MPa, vr = 2.5km/s and β = 3.18km/s), an observational frequency
range of 1-1.2Hz is obtained. This is to the lower end of the bandpassed
frequency range (i.e. 0.0075-3Hz) used by Zollo et al. [2007] in determining
the PGD in figure 3.18. It is natural that the dominant frequency present
in defining the PGD scaling is at the lower end of the available frequency
range as such frequencies contain larger amplitudes (a case demonstrated by
Aki’s frequency spectra Aki [1967]). Indeed this influential frequency could
be near the lowest observational frequency present in the signal, a feature
which is proportional to the length of observational time window (in the case
of figure 3.18, this is 4s) and not the frequency filtering range.
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Figure 3.17: This schematic depicts the possible variation of
linear scaling for a frequency of 1Hz over a large moment range
(which is similar to the magnitude range) assuming that the par-
ticle motion is not exhibiting any saturation features (i.e. our
observation window is sufficiently large enough). The slope of the
best fit lines are defined using equations 3.23,3.24 and 3.25. This
schematic assumes that intermediate slope slope is visible, how-
ever this is heavily dependent on the value of c1 relative to A and
TR and secondly to a large difference between rupture and rise
time.
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Figure 3.18: Highlighting an alternative scaling relationship for
PGD against magnitude. The observational catalogue is that of
Zollo et al. [2007] with the grey dots denoting individual PGD
values and the black diamonds denoting the average PGD values.
The solid black line denotes Zollo et al. [2007] best fit linear trend.
The red line depicts an alternative kinked best fit slope, with the
blue dotted line highlighting the magnitude at which the change in
slope could possibly occur. The observational catalogue is based
on earthquakes from K-Net and Kik-Net arrays in Japan.
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Magnitude saturation
Geller [1976] noted that both the body and surface wave magnitude scales
saturate (i.e. after a certain magnitude the Ms and mb scalings no longer
change). This magnitude is reached when the frequency of the wave being
used to determine the magnitude (for example a 1s period p-wave in the case
of mb scale) is very high relative to the corner frequency of the earthquake.
The point at where the magnitude scaling saturates was defined by Geller
[1976] as being a function of the width of the fault, i.e.
ω >
1
Cw L
(3.26)
where ω is the frequency, L is the length of the fault (which can in turn be
related to the moment using either equation 3.12 or 3.13). Cw is a factor
accounting for the fault width W and is defined as:
Cw =
Sin(δ)
4α
(3.27)
with δ denoting the dip of the fault plane, and α is the p-wave velocity (it
can also be the s-wave if we are measuring the amplitude of the s-wave). It
should be noted that equation 3.27 assumes that L = 2W , where W is the
width. By making this assumption Geller [1976] stated that real data should
have a scatter with a factor of 2 in relation to this theoretical source model.
Equation 3.26 can be reorganised by substituting the fault length with the
moment using equation 3.12 such that:
Mo >
∆σs
(Cw ω)3
(3.28)
where the moment, Mo, can be converted into the magnitude using equation
3.14. It should be noted that the frequency, ω is in radians per second, not
Hertz (i.e. 1Hz =6.28318 rad/s). Again using the parameters defined for
our kinematic models (i.e. ∆σs = 1.5MPa, α = 5.5km/s, δ = 90
0) we can
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Obs Window (s) Lowest Freq. Limit (Hz) Msat
1 0.25 6.34
2 0.125 6.94
3 0.08325 7.29
4 0.0625 7.55
Table 3.1: The the amplitude with the lowest observable fre-
quency is equal to 1
4Tobs
where Tobs is the period of the observa-
tional window at each station. The frequencies denoted in the
second column are the smallest frequencies whose amplitude is
observable for a given time window denoted in the first column.
Msat is corresponding magnitude after which the magnitude shall
suffer from saturation.
now define the possible magnitude at which we should observe magnitude
saturation.
Estimating magnitude using the PGD method, the peak amplitude is
calculated in the first 1, 2, 3, and 4 seconds after the p-arrival. Let us
assume that the lowest observable frequency is defined by ω = 1
4Tobs
where
Tobs is the observational time window. Therefore the magnitude after which
scaling is saturated (Msat) for time windows of 1, 2, 3, and 4 seconds can
now be defined as is shown in table 3.1.
In calculating Msat in table 3.1 we have made a number of assumptions
the principle being that it is observation window which constrains the lower
end of the observable frequency spectra at a seismic station (i.e. not the
dynamic range of the seismogram nor the bandpass filtering). This may not
be true, with Zollo et al. [2006] stating that the European strong motion
dataset had been filtered between 0.25 and 25Hz. It is this assumption that
can probably best explain the difference between theMsat values seen in table
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3.1 and those seen observationally (i.e. see table 1.2) and using the isochrone
modelling (i.e. table 3.5). The broad similarity between the results, however,
is encouraging.
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3.A Appendix
3.A.1 Isochrone computation
Taking the earthquake nucleation time as t = 0, the time for radiation from
a point S on the fault to reach a given receiver at R, is the sum of time
taken for a rupture to propagate from the hypocenter xH to the radiating
point xS on the fault, plus the time it takes for a seismic wave to travel from
xS to a given receiver at xR. Using the Cartesian equivalent of Bernard &
Madariaga’s Bernard and Madariaga [1984] equation, we define the elapsed
time τ as
τ =
√
(yR − yH)2 + (zR − zH)2
vr
+
√
(xR)2 + (yS − yH)2 + (zS − zR)2
α
(3.29)
where vr is a constant rupture velocity and α the velocity of the seismic waves
in the homogeneous medium. We have assumed that the fault is vertical and
strikes along xS = 0. It should be noted that we shall only be modelling a
circular rupture front (constant rupture velocity) for the models presented
in the kinematic section. As we are interested in the time elapsed after the
first P or S arrival from the hypocenter, we subtract it to obtain:
τiso = τ − τdirect = τ −
√
(xR − xH)2 + (yR − yH)2 + (zR − zH)2
α
(3.30)
By setting τiso to 1, 2, 3 and 4 seconds, equations 3.29 and 3.30 are solved
to obtain the ensemble of points (yS, zS) belonging to the isochrone I and
compute its length.
3.A.2 Short period radiation
Taking the Haskell fault model in the high frequency approximation (Stein
Stein and Wysession [2003]) yields a far field spectral amplitude:
logA(ω) = logMo − log(TrTd/4)− 2 logω.
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Upon replacing the Moment byMo = Td∆u˙ µ Tr vrW (TrvrW being the area
of the fault, if W is the width of the fault and vr rupture velocity, while the
slip is Td∆u˙, where Td is rise-time), we obtain
logA(ω) = log(4∆u˙ µ vrW )− 2 logω,
showing in the high frequency approximation the far field amplitude does
not depend on final slip, but on the slip rate.
3.A.3 Caculating the area encompassed by an
isochrone
As the area contained inside an isochrone shall change shape with time (due
to the interaction with the fault edge) therefore we shall use formula for
calculating the area of a polygon:
A =
1
2
+
N−1∑
i=0
(xi yi+1 − xi+1 yi) (3.31)
where x, y are coordinate positions defining a 2D polygon and N is the total
number of vertices defining the polygon. Note the position (x0, yy) =(xN , yN).
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3.A.4 Tables
Table 3.2: Velocity model used for isochrone projection.
vp (km/s) vs (km/s) vr (km/s)
Model 1 5.5 3.18 2.5
Model 2 4.5 2.6 2.1
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Table 3.3: Fault dimensions for square and rectangular fault
shapes used for isochrone modeling
ML Square Fault (km) Rectangular Fault (km)
4.0 0.94 x 0.94 0.94 x 0.94
4.3 1.3 x 1.3 1.3 x 1.3
4.6 1.9 x 1.9 1.9 x 1.9
4.9 2.67 x 2.67 2.67 x 2.67
5.2 3.76 x 3.76 3.76 x 3.76
5.5 5.3 x 5.3 5.3 x 5.3
5.8 7.49 x 7.49 7.49 x7.49
6.1 10.58 x 10.58 10.58 x 10.58
6.4 14.95 x14.95 14.95 x14.95
6.7 21.12 x 21.12 15 x 792
7. 29.83 x 29.83 15 x 1330
7.3 42.13 x 42.13 15 x 2233
7.6 59.5 x 59.5 15 x 3749
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Table 3.4: Best fit parameters for the results displayed in figure
3.7. The results are for p-waves where the media has a velocity of
4.5km/s. The best fit curve is defined as: log10(PGD) =mML+c
where m is the slope and c being the y-intercept. In all cases the
results relate to 2 seconds of recorded ground motion. Std dev is
the standard deviation and MSat is the magnitude at which we
see a saturation in our scaling.
Fault Type Model m c MSat Std. Dev.
A 0.918 -11.3 7.3 0.059
Rectangle B 0.899 -7.73 5.8 0.05
C 0.46 -8.78 6.4 0.047
A 0.932 -11.37 7.0 0.057
Square B 0.835 -7.43 6.1 0.098
C 0.47 -8.83 6.4 0.032
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Table 3.5: Best fit parameters for a square fault as displayed
in figure 3.8. The results are for p-waves where the media
has a velocity of 4.5km/s. The best fit curve is defined as:
log10(PGD) =m ML + c where m is the slope and c being the
y-intercept. Std dev is the standard deviation and MSat is the
magnitude at which we see a saturation in our scaling.
Time (sec) m c MSat Std. Dev.
1 0.456 -8.76 5.8 0.032
2 0.474 -8.83 6.4 0.032
3 0.479 -8.85 7.0 0.0326
4 0.503 -8.96 7.0 0.018
Table 3.6: Best fit parameters for a square fault as displayed
in figure 3.11. The first two rows are for p-waves (with a veloc-
ity of 4.5 km/s) whilst the last two rows are for s-waves (with
with velocities of 2.6km/s). The best fit curve is defined as:
log10(PGD) =m ML + c where m is the slope and c being the
y-intercept. Std dev is the standard deviation and MSat is the
magnitude at which we see a saturation in our scaling.
Time (sec) Wave Type m c MSat Std. Dev.
1 P 0.456 -8.76 5.8 0.032
2 P 0.474 -8.83 6.4 0.032
1 S 0.447 -8.74 6.4 0.026
2 S 0.487 -8.9 6.7 0.045
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3.A.5 Supplementary Figures
Figure 3.19: This figure depicts the evolution of scaling using
model B over one to four seconds and is similar to Figure 3.8
in text. This catalogue is for a rectangular fault with p-wave
velocity of 5.5 km/s. Grey triangles represent individual peak
ground displacement readings for stations. Black squares depict
the average peak ground displacement with the black dashed line
representing the best fit curve through the black squares. The
thin black lines either side of the best fit lines are 95% confidence
curves for the best fit lines based on the average (i.e. square)
values.
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Figure 3.20: This figure depicts the evolution of scaling using
model C over one to four seconds and is similar to Figure 3.8
in text. This catalogue is for a rectangular fault with p-wave
velocity of 5.5 km/s. Grey triangles represent individual peak
ground displacement readings for stations. Black squares depict
the average peak ground displacement with the black dashed line
representing the best fit curve through the black squares. The
thin black lines either side of the best fit lines are 95% confidence
curves for the best fit lines based on the average (i.e. square)
values.
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Figure 3.21: This figure depicts the difference between the av-
erage peak displacement between square and rectangular faults
using Model B for observational time windows of 1 to 4 seconds.
P-wave velocity is set at 5.5km/s. Black and red box symbols
depict the average PGD for rectangular and square fault types.
Black and red dashed lines denote best fit line for magnitude scal-
ing for rectangular and square faults respectively
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Figure 3.22: For this figure the squares denote the average PGD
(i.e. the same values denoted by black squares in earlier plots).
Dashed lines are linear best fit lines for the two datasets. Black
denotes p-wave values and red s-wave. From the four graphs we
can see that s-waves produce larger PGD due to the fact that they
cover a larger area of the fault plane. This difference in isochrone
size between the two wave types means that the magnitude scaling
using s-wave PGD has a slightly larger magnitude range than p-
wave PGD. Model B is the kinematic model used for these graphs.
P-wave velocity is set at 4.5km/s while the S-wave velocity is
2.6km/s.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
4.1 General Discussion
Initially we proposed two possible explanations for the magnitude scaling
with PGD in the initial few seconds of particle motion. The first being
that earthquakes contain more deterministic features than had previously
been expected, the second being that scaling was a result of radiation from
a moving source. Whilst our dynamic modelling discounted the possibility
of applying our deterministic hypothesis over a large magnitude range, our
kinematic assumptions proved more realistic. Indeed the catalogues produced
by our kinematic models provided a similar match, in terms of scaling to the
observational ones. The scatter in our catalogues is a lot less than their data
derived analogues due to our assumption of homogeneous medium and the
implicit averaging in simplified equations (3.7, 3.9,3.10). The introduction of
heterogeneous velocity layers, directivity effect, radiation patterns, and site
conditions would, we believe, induce a much larger scatter in our synthetic
catalogues whilst the underlying kinematic scaling should remain.
It is interesting to remark that in models B and C, the slope of particle
displacement versus moment magnitude differs. The difference in slope is
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essentially due to the area-scaling of radiation in model B as opposed to the
circumference-scaling in model C. We recall that models B and C assume that
the frequency of observation is relatively low and high, respectively. By anal-
ogy, the different slope may be compared and qualitatively understood also
in terms of Aki ω-square model of spectral amplitude Aki [1967], which dif-
fers whether the frequency is above or below corner frequency wo. To rapidly
illustrate this, we examine the amplitude spectrum of a Haskell earthquake
source in section 3.8.2 from which we produced equation 3.23. Looking at the
change in amplitude over a magnitude range for an observational frequency
near that of the common corner frequency (i.e. ω ≈ 1Hz) we observe this
change in scaling slope with increasing magnitude. On re-examining obser-
vational catalogues, this change in slope is observable, however most authors
ignore it (Zollo et al. [2007]) or mis-interpret it (Rydelek et al. [2007]).
It should be noted that whilst we do not define a corner frequency per
se in equation 3.23 it is represented by our piecewise term defined in the in-
terval 2
TR
< ω < 2
TD
. One principle assumption that is made with equation
3.23 however is that the source features (i.e. stress drop, rupture veloc-
ity, etc) is the same over the whole observational catalogue. Whilst this is
unlikely, earthquakes in similar geographical regions shall be influenced by
similar conditions (e.g. stresses) therefore their corner frequencies should
be broadly similar. This would imply that there are subtle differences be-
tween observational catalogues from different tectonic regions. Therefore
some “tuning” maybe required for different EEW systems if the PGD is to
be used in magnitude estimation.
In effect, the PGD method can be viewed as a very efficient calculation of
the body wave magnitude (mb). This is due to the fact that the PGD method
takes the average largest amplitude over a range of stations for a limited
time window as opposed to the mb method which waits until the end of the
body wave coda and then determines the peak displacement. Hence, like mb
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scaling, PGD suffers from saturation and large magnitudes, a feature seen
both observationally and in our isochrone modelling. If magnitude saturation
is due to isochrone interaction as is suggested by our synthetic catalogues this
would imply that the PGD method becomes insufficient for determining very
large earthquakes (i.e. > 7M), even with extended time windows (recall the
discussion in section 3.8.1)
This is unless there is a deterministic parameter in the PGD which would
naturally increase the range seen in our kinematic catalogues (i.e. Models B
and C). In chapter 2, our dynamic modelling showed that for a very simple
asperity model there is a relationship between the asperity where nucleation
occurs and final magnitude. This scaling however is limited to a narrow
magnitude range (i.e. 1.5Mw) after which rupture cessation is dependent on
external influences (for e.g. geometric barriers) – recall figures 2.12 and 2.9.
An encouraging feature in terms of magnitude estimation is the similarity
in slopes between the deterministic scaling and the kinematic ones (compare
tables 2.1 and 3.4). Therefore there is the possibility that scaling may be
slightly extended from a kinematic to a deterministic pretext. Indeed model
A included a deterministic feature as it assumed scaling with slip δu and thus
created a synthetic catalogue with a larger scaling range (recall figure 3.7).
This is based on the assumption that earthquake faults are smooth. With
the introduction of a heterogeneous pre-stress distribution outside of the as-
perity we saw the sensitivity of rupture termination to local pre-stress con-
ditions on the fault plane (recall figure 2.14). Therefore the implications
for rupture physics would mean that faults are relatively smooth with large
heterogeneities more likely to be located at or near the point of nucleation.
Lewis and Ben-Zion [2007] hypothesised that this would need to be the case
in order to create deterministic faults, however they noted that fracture in-
teraction geometric barriers and the free surface would dramatically affect
such scaling. In the case of geometric barriers rupture can be stopped pre-
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maturely whilst rupture interaction with the free surface can produce large
slip rates (and hence large particle displacements).
If we may account for these features using a probabilistic framework this
leaves us with the assumption that earthquakes occur on smooth fault planes
(i.e. fault planes where pre-stress heterogeneity is small ). This may be the
case for small earthquakes which contain at most one asperity (i.e. < 6M),
however very large earthquakes (i.e. > 8M) are more complex containing
a number of asperities and/or barriers. Taking the 2004 Great Sumatra-
Andaman earthquake the peak moment rate occurred 40-60s after nucleation
with the rupturing of a relatively strong patch of the fault, the moment rate
beforehand was quite small (Ammon et al. [2005]). In the case of the 8.4Mw
2001 Peruvian earthquake a barrier ruptured ≈ 36s after initiation (Robinson
et al. [2006]), this rupturing of such a strong patch greatly increased the size
of the earthquake. In both these examples the moment rate in the first
few seconds of rupture could not not predict the subsequent final size of
these events as the large injection of elastostatic energy occurred only in the
later stages of an earthquake evolution. This would appear to discount the
possibility of very large earthquakes being deterministic.
This leaves leaves us with small and intermediate earthquakes. Small
earthquakes (i.e. < 5.5M), as shown by chapter 3, have already stopped
rupture when their magnitude is determined by EEW systems. Therefore
the deterministic nature is unimportant for EEW systems. Intermediate
earthquakes (i.e. greater than 6M but less than 7.5M) on the other hand may
still be rupturing. As intermediate earthquakes involve rupture which does
not cause failure in large strong patches on faults they may still be heavily
influenced by nucleation conditions. In such a case the previously discussed
“smooth fault” criterion for rupture determinism maybe acceptable. Another
possible mechanism whereby rupture could show deterministic features is
where the pre-stress is distributed in a systematic way. An example of such
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a process is the static stress transfer observed from one rupturing fault to
neighbouring ones. This process has been observed to cause neighbouring
faults to rupture sometime in the future (see Nalbant et al. [2005] and Stein
[1999]). Cotton and Coutant [1997] noted that the static stress transferred
decreased by a factor between between r−2 and r−1, where r is distance from
the ruptured fault. Therefore stress transfer automatically creates a grading
in the pre-stress distribution over the next unruptured branch of a fault
chain. This could be a point for future study as to whether such a pre-stress
distribution is meaningful in terms of deciding an intermediate earthquakes
size.
4.2 Conclusion
In summary, we can say that the scaling between magnitude and PGD is
best explained as a kinematic feature with the possibility of a deterministic
influence over this scaling being limited. It should be noted this report
has focused on solely on the PGD method for rapid magnitude estimation.
Future work in real time magnitude estimation could entail investigating the
mechanism behind the τp scaling.
In terms of whether earthquakes are deterministic the question is still
an open one regarding small and intermediate earthquakes. Whilst our nu-
merical modelling has clarified the situations whereby earthquakes may be
deterministic, more work needs be done in this field. For example relating
the events for more complete, realistic source models with seismograms in
the near, intermediate and far field, with a complex source history and full
wavefield radiation.
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